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   Birmingham Public Schools has fallen victim 
to the meaty quagmire that has spawned from the 
largest beef recall in the country’s history.                       
   According to Marcia Wilkinson, Director of 
Community Relations for BPS, the district did come 
into contact with some of the now recalled beef.
   “We did have a few cases that were pulled,” she 
said.
   David Andrejko, BPS’s Sodexho liaison, confirmed 
to The Highlander that there were a total of 14 cases 
spread around Seaholm, Derby, BCS, and West 
Maple.
   On February 18th, the Westland/Hallmark Meat 
Company, based in Chino, California, recalled a 
record 143 million pounds of beef that had been 
distributed around the country from February 1, 
2006, to February 15, 2008. While no diseases were 
found in the meat, the recall was prompted by a 
number of sick cattle who were wrongfully sent to 
the slaughter house without the receiving the proper 
inspection.
   Once BPS became aware of the USDA mandate, 
the district quickly “isolated the cases,” according 
to Wilkinson.
   Although the recall was issued promptly once 
the company’s negligence became clear, some of 
the beef in question may have found its way onto 
students’ lunch trays. 
   “It is possible that some of that beef was served,” 
said Wilkinson. “But no illnesses were reported.”
   Andrejko reaffirmed Wilkinson’s statement.
   “It is important to note that there were not any 
reported cases of food borne illness due to the 
consumption of this beef,” he said.
   The USDA categorized the Westland/Hallmark 
meat as a Class II Product Recall, where there is “a 
remote probability of adverse health consequences 
from the use of this product.”
   With such an incredible amount of beef being 
recalled, many purchasers stand to lose a substantial 
amount of their supply. Fortunately, the district will 
not be losing any money.
   “It is my understanding that we will be reimbursed 
for all of the recalled beef,” said Andrejko. “The 
recall of the beef has not affected our supply of 
beef.”
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    First it was the trimester. Then it was the athletic 
seasons. Now it’s the attendance policy.
 Students of Seaholm — be 
prepared for yet another change. 
   Assistant Principal Deb Boyer is currently in 
talks with the Birmingham Public Schools board to 
finalize the details.
   “This is in response to a change in state laws,” 
said Boyer. “Up to now, the law said that if a student 
violated a district’s attendance policy, the district 
had the right to drop the student from the class and 
lose credit.”
   As almost every student is familiar with, the old 
attendance policy is that if a student misses eight 
classes (excused or unexcused), the student is put on 
contract. The contract is determined by Boyer and 
usually allows the student to “miss that class about 
once a month.”
   However, with the state of Michigan’s more 
rigorous graduation requirements, more students 
are failing classes due to attendance. They want to 
eliminate the factor of attendance in earning credit.
   “What they did is they separated the concept of 
attendance and grading from the possibility of credit 
in course,” said Boyer. “The district still has the 
right to take away the opportunity to earn a grade, 

but now it must allow the student the opportunity to 
earn credit in that class, by testing out.”
   According to the new law, “Districts are 
responsible for determining the assessments, 
which can be used for testing out purposes.” 
   To simplify, here’s how the new policy works.
   A student is put on contract after eight absences in 
a class. If that student breaks his or her contract, the 
class automatically becomes a pass/fail class. In the 
old system, the student would not earn credit for the 
class, and that would be the end.
   In the new system, there are many more obstacles 
to overcome. The student must attempt to “test out” 
of the class. In order to test out, the student must 
earn a 78% or higher on an assessment or series of 
assessments determined by the class’s department.
   “It can be a test, a series of tests, and/or papers, 
projects, and labs. It’s whatever the district defines a 
showing competence in the course,” said Boyer.
   If the student tests out with a 78% or higher, they 
earn a passing grade—a “P”—in the class, perhaps 
without ever showing up.
   If the student does not test out with a 78%, a failing 
grade is factored into the student’s GPA. They can’t 
“drop” the class if they want. They are stuck with 
an “F.”

   Boyer says that the new policy has two main 
drawbacks.
   “Number one, if you’re headed to college, you’ve 
got to explain how you ended up without a grade in 
the class, but just a pass or fail grade,” said Boyer. 
“And typically, colleges have always looked at pass/
fail as D- when they recalculate GPA.”
   The other drawback, according to Boyer, is that the 
new policy makes it much harder to pass the class 
than just to “coast” through it.
   “When you choose to take a class pass/fail, you 
only have to pass at a D- to get the ‘P,’ which is a 
60%. But if you’re on contract, break it, and plan to 
test out, you’ve got to walk in and do everything at 
78% or above,” said Boyer. “It’s not worth it.”
   Another factor of the new policy is that once the 
student breaks contract, he or she is not allowed 
to attend that class or have any contact with the 
teacher.
   “What you lose is that you are no longer allowed to 
attend the class,” said Boyer. “Basically, I’m going 
to say to a student who’s on the verge of losing 
contract, ‘So you think you can walk in and do the 
unit test, the projects, and the final with no help?’”

Ba-wreck Oh-Bummer! 
Road Trip To See Democratic Front Runner Speak Hits Pothole

Nobody was hurt, but the wreck cost seniors  Anna-
belle Wilkinson and Rachel Gulley a chance to hear 
Barack Obama Photo by Rachel Gulley

Andrew Green
Staff Writer
   Rachel Gulley and Annabelle Wilkinson are huge 
Barack Obama fans.
  So when they told teachers and friends they 
were planning to skip class Wednesday to see the 
Democratic presidential candidate speak in Ohio, 
few were surprised.
   What was surprising was their determination to 

see Obama, despite getting into a wreck less than 
two miles away from the event.
   “We were in Columbus,” said Wilkinson, who has 
been on Obama’s e-mailing list for months.  “We 
were trying to find the stadium, but we turned left 
and got into a car accident.”
    The Seaholm seniors left Birmingham at 5:30 
in the morning so that they could get some good 
seats.  
   “We made it down to Columbus without any 
problems,” Wilkinson said.  “But when we got there, 
we got lost and couldn’t find the stadium.  We were 
turning around on 17th Street when we got hit.”
Following a car accident, most students would be 
stressing about their car along with their parents 
reactions for days, if not weeks.  But not these two.  
  “At first I was worried about the car,” Gulley 
said. “But after I calmed down, my worry turned 
into disappointment that I might not be able to see 
Obama.”
    After waiting for the tow truck to come and get 
their car, they went with it to the station.  Following 
their business, they continued their quest to see 
Obama.
    “We were looking around outside,” Wilkinson 

said. “And we noticed that we were right by the 
stadium that we had been looking for the entire 
time.  We saw a bunch of people coming out of the 
stadium with Obama stuff, and we realized that we 

missed it.”
    This story, however, has added disappointment.
     “When we saw the people coming out, we realized 
that we had driven by the stadium,” Gulley said.  
“There weren’t any signs saying that the rally was 
there, so we just kept going.  I was so frustrated not 
only at the accident, but that we had been there.  We 
could have avoided it had there been a sign saying 

“We got lost and couldn’t find 
the stadium.  We were turning 
around on 17th Street when we 
got hit.”

Annabelle Wilkinson
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Workplace Revolution: 
Tech Savvy Millennials Blaze New Trail 

Every three months, there is a parade at Zappos.
com, literally.               

Photo courtesy Zappos.com 
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                                  +Never experienced life without computers                +Connected 24/7
                                        +Reverse accumulation of knowledge—                      +Optimistic
                                         the younger you are, the more you know                  +Lifestyle-Centered
                                        +All information is a click away;                        +Entrepreneurial
                                         so is the competition                                   +Self-Confident
                                                                                                 +Diverse

Meet The 
Millennials:

   Alex Park knows all too well what it’s like.
   From running every class schedule change by her 
mom, to frequent text message exchanges with her 
during class, Park says her mom could be considered 
a “helicopter parent.”
   “She got mad one time when I didn’t text her back,” 
said Park, a junior at Seaholm. “[It’s always] ‘don’t 
forget this, don’t forget that.’”
   Park says that the micromanaging has few limits. 
When she isn’t updating her mom on schoolwork, 
she is constantly checking in from wherever she is.
   “She likes to know everything that’s going on at the 
very instant that it’s going on,” said Park.
   Students like Park aren’t alone in what appears to 
be a growing trend of over-involved parents across 
the country. They plead with teachers to bump that 
B+ to an A-, they call for increased playing time in 
athletics, and they don’t take “no” for an answer.
   The term “helicopter parent,” which describes 
the growing tendency of parents to micromanage 
the lives of their children, has found it’s way into 
newspapers, onto the news, and even has its own 
Wikipedia entry.
   According to a recent survey of 76 Seaholm students 
on Facebook, nearly 20% believe their parents “are 
overly involved with [their] school life,” and it’s 
“annoying or embarrassing.”
   “One of my teachers after [parent-teacher] 
conferences came up to me after class and said 

Fighting Their Children’s Battles

Here Come The Millennials...And Their Parents

Amelia Carpenter
News Editor

Hunter Stenback
Sports Editor

   They’re called narcissistic praise hounds who 
can’t handle criticism. They rarely take ‘no’ for an 
answer, and they’re accused of living and breathing 
themselves, leaving little time for anything else. 
   Yet they’ve been hailed as exceptionally driven, 
lauded as extremely adaptable, and many point to 
them as the most technologically skilled workforce 
America has ever seen.
   Welcome to the paradoxical world of the 
“Millennials” – a generation that has been both 
skewered by CBS’ 60 Minutes and coveted by 
employers around the globe.
   “People talk about them like ‘Gosh these young 
folks are spoiled,’” said Mary Crane, owner of the 
consulting firm Mary Crane and Associates. “They 
want everything handed to them and [they think] 
employers are supposed to adjust their schedule to 
the young folks.”
   Food Network and Fine Living’s hiring manager, 
Vivian Bellina had first-hand experience with young 
undergraduates.
   “I see that they are anxious, they think that they 
can get from A to B in a short time frame. They’re 
always looking for the easy way to get there,” said 
Bellina.
   However, many think that this generation may 
have to leverage to demand just that.

   “They’re much more aligned with the internet 
savvy world that we live in so it’s exciting for us to 
have younger people come and intern in the office 
based on their in depth knowledge of the medium 
that we work in,” said Zappos.com’s Marketing 
Coordinator, Libby Hartman.
   Crane also directed this generation’s influence 
towards the 2008 presidential campaign.
   “I do not think you are a selfish, egocentric 
generation at all,” Crane said. “It is your generation 
that is making Senator Obama’s campaign possible, 
and that you guys are actually showing up to vote in 
the election. It’s the first time since 1972 that you’re 
actually turning up to vote, and that tells me that 

you guys aren’t lazy at all.”
   Twenty-three-year-old Co-founder of 
EmployeeEvolution.com (a website designed to 
answer questions for Millennials in the modern 
workforce) and featured keynote speaker Ryan 
Healy sees his fellow Millennials in a different 
light.
   “We’re an extremely, extremely productive 
group of people,” said Healy. “[We’re] very results 
oriented, we do what needs to be done, and on top 
of that I think our generation is all about personal 
growth [and] figuring out how we’re going to learn 
from every opportunity and how it’s going to help 

us in our life, our career, and our resume.”
    “[I think that it’s an] absolutely fabulous generation 
from a number of perspectives,” said Crane. [This] 
generation is 100% comfortable with diversity; a 
true desire to give back, [and they] are green to the 
nth degree. Not to mention, [the Millennials] are 
100% comfortable with technology.”
   Employers don’t expect workforce wisdom out of 
bachelor’s degree. They instead seek the employees 
that are willing to work hard to learn the ways of 
the workplace.
   “I like to tell people that you all have been fabulous 
at building your resume but you’ve never punched 
a clock,” said Crane. “They don’t have some of 
the basic common sense skills that their bosses are 

expecting their employees to have.”
   Joseph Thomas, senior recruiter and consultant 
from T.J. Adams and Associates said that while the 
skills may be there for this generation, their business 
acumen is missing.
   “Attitude, their ability to communicate--written 
and verbally--their appearance, that makes a big 
difference as well,” said Thomas.
   And if that’s not what any given person wants 
in a job, there’s room to change that. Job-hopping 
twenty years ago would not have been ideal to see on 
a resume. With a more casual productive generation 
moving into the workplace, it’s not uncommon.
   According to a New York Times article published 
last July, job-hopping itself has been made a career 
by men like Michael D. Capellas (now 
Chief of the First Data Corporation). He 
had held well-regarded positions at four 
technology companies in eight years.
   Mary Crane sees this attitude becoming 
more of a social norm for young 
employees.
   “In essence, I don’t think there’s as 
much as an attitude of ‘I need to pay my 
dues here before I move on to my next 
job,’” said Crane.
   Healy doesn’t only agree, he believes 
it’s in the best interest of a worker to 
keep searching and switching until he or 
she finds the best fit.
   “My advice is to give everything a 
shot, and if you know it’s not right for 
you, don’t settle for it, get up and leave,” 
said Healy.
   Perhaps part of the reason why the 
millennials are so comfortable hopping 
jobs, Healy added, is that in many cases, they simply 
have the leverage to do so.

   “[There are] so many jobs open that we have 
opportunity to demand the best job,” Healy said.
   And just as employees look for their best fit in a 
career, the employers are looking for people who 
can meet their expectations for what they need to 
accomplish.
   “Most employers are not looking for skills, because 
they know someone right out of undergraduate 
school [is going to] have only a limited number 
of skills,” said Crane. “Employers are looking for 
attitude.”
   According to Crane, not only must someone 
with little or no prior work experience position 

themselves as a can-do employee, they have to be 
‘100% committed to learning your organization.’
   Senior recruiter Thomas agrees with that notion.
  “I think their expectations are a little higher 
now,” said Thomas. “The experience seems to be 
the thing that they really need to understand that 
they need to do. So therefore they need to accept 
entry level position that doesn’t have that pay that 
they may want or possibly need at this point. I think 
the attitude should be to get into the door and then 
prove themselves afterward.”
   While that may be true, companies like Zappos.
com, have become successful by putting the people 
first.
   “We’re privileged enough to have our health 

insurance, and benefits covered for us in full,” said 
marketing coordinator Libby Hartman. “We have a 
cafeteria here and we get free lunch every single 
day. We have parades and parties and all sorts of 
team bonding activities. It’s a super-duper fun place 
to work.”
   This mindset didn’t just impact team morale; it 
dramatically improved the company’s bottom line. 
Zappos.com (founded in 1992) has quickly become 
the #1 seller of shoes on the Internet.
   Healy said this wouldn’t be possible without 
the unique business perspective of this younger 
generation.
    “[The millennials are] helping employers 
understand that people are the number one priority,” 

“Helicopter Parents” Are No Stranger To 
Seaholm, Yet At Least One Study Shows 
They May Have Reason To Hover

“We’re an extremely, extremely productive 

group of people. [We’re] very results oriented, 

we do what needs to be done,”

Ryan Healy,  EmployeeEvolution.com

“I like to tell people that you all have been 
fabulous at building your resume, but 
you’ve never punched a clock. They don’t 
have some of the basic common sense 
skills that their bosses are expecting their 
employees to have.”

Mary Crane, Consultant

said Healy. “The revenue and profits and all that 
stuff is great, but you don’t get that without the 
people, and if you can’t put the people first, you’re 
not going to win.”
   Some Seaholm students are so instilled with this 
generation’s work ethic, and are already mapping 
out their career opportunities in the next few years.
   “[I see myself] being an intern at a research 
facility for science,” said senior Sam Schiebold. “I 
feel very prepared with all the AP classes I’ve taken 
[to do so].”
   “I think today’s student is extraordinary at finding 
the answer,” said technology teacher Leisa Passarelli. 
“If it doesn’t work, they try something else, go 
online, ask somebody, and work together. There 
hasn’t been a group like this before. And I think 
they’re going to carry that into the workplace.”

At Zappos.com, the employees dress however 
they wish, sometimes even as pirates. Seen as 
silly by some, savvy by others, productivity is up 
big...and so are profits. 

Photo courtesy Zappos.com
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Defining Life Events
+Columbine
+9/11
+Enron
+War in Iraq
+Emerging Nations: 
China, India

Defining Life Experiences
+Grew up basking in “The Decade of the Child”—children
on a pedestal vs. “children should be seen and not heard”
+Fathers became more involved in parenting
+Came of age during a time of incredible change and
scandal within modern organizations
+Most “hovered over” generation ever in our country;unprecedented pa-
rental supervision and advocacy

information from deloitte consulting

Fighting Their Children’s Battles

Here Come The Millennials...And Their Parents

‘there’s nothing that makes me sadder than a mother 
who has no respect for her daughter,’” Park said. “I 
was like wow, that’s my mom.”
   Another Seaholm student, senior Adam Small, 
griped that “even this year my dad didn’t let me take 
some classes that I wanted to, in fear that colleges 
will rescind my acceptance.”
   Helen Johnson, a parental consultant and author of 
Don’t Tell Me What to Do: Just Send Money, believes 
that helicopter parenting is growing at an alarming 
rate.
   “Absolutely, it’s been growing since about 1985, 
and I don’t see it letting off at all,” Johnson told the 
Highlander. “It’s actually intensifying.”
   According to Johnson, “Parents perceive the world 
of children and young adolescents as dangerous and 
they’re very concerned about safety, so that creates 
a parenting style that tends to hover more over a 
child.”
   Principal Terry Piper said that while he doesn’t 
believe Seaholm has many problems with parents, 
he too is distressed when he sees “helicopter 
parenting.”
   “On a rare occasion, I’ll get a parent who is a little 
too pushy and a little too involved,” said Piper. “In 
that case it’s unfortunate, because the best thing they 
could do for their son or daughter, in my opinion, is 
to let their son or daughter work it out themselves.”
   In athletics too, the occasional parent will cross 
the line, says Seaholm football coach Chris Fahr.  In 
situations where parents contact him about playing 

time, Fahr says that it ultimately hurts the student-
athlete.
   “What I find the funniest is that the kid a lot of times 
isn’t even mad, because he understands that the people 
in front of him are better than him, he gets it,” said 
Fahr. “But a lot of times the parents say ‘don’t tell 
them I was emailing you.’”
   Even as students transition to college, helicopter 
parents continue their stronghold on the lives of their 
kids.  Seaholm teacher Scott Craig, whose wife is a 
professor at the University of Michigan, says that 
colleges are seeing an increase in negative parental 
influence.
   “This is even a problem 
that goes beyond high 
school now,” said Craig. 
“They are now having 
an increasing problem at 
the university level with 
parents trying to fight 
the student’s battles, 
and once you’re 18 and 
admitted to the university the professors can’t even 
divulge information to the parents.”
   Gabe Santi sees this trend at Michigan State 
University, where he is the Assistant Director for 
Marketing and Communications.
   “In a general sense, parents are more involved than 
10 or 20 years ago,” said Santi.
   Despite much of the negative attention helicopter 
parents get, a recent study released by Indiana 
University shows parent involvement at the college 
level isn’t all bad – in fact it seems to be mostly 
positive.
   “Compared with their counterparts, children of 
helicopter parents were more satisfied with every 

aspect of their college experience, gained more in such 
areas as writing and critical thinking, and were more 
likely to talk with faculty and peers about substantive 
topics,” Indiana professor and survey director George 
D. Kuh told the Washington Post in a November 5, 
2007 article.
   Even the College Board, which administers the SAT 
and Advanced Placements tests, says that helicopter 
parents are a rarity, and many parents look to find a 
“healthy balance” of involvement with their kids. 
They also offer a quiz for parents to help determine 
whether or not they are over-involved with their kid’s 

lives.
      Terry Piper reiterated 
that “the parent 
involvement at [Seaholm] 
is 99% positive because 
they do so many things 
for us.”
   Seaholm senior Ted 
Howard is one example of 
a student who appreciates 

all that his parents do to help him along the way.
   “[My parents] support me and they want me to do my 
best,” said Howard. “They hold me to a high standard 
but it isn’t unnecessary and it will ultimately help me 
to be successful in the future.”
   According to Seaholm psychology teacher Rochelle 
Rogers, problems begin to arise when parents stop 
offering constructive help to their kids, and instead 
cater to their every wish.
   “My best friend in high school, her mom or dad 
called her in 3 or 4 times a week,” said Rogers. “She’s 
36, she still lives off of her parents, and she’s never 
had a full-time job.”
   These parents, who sometimes throw ethics and 

sportsmanship out the window, are not absent at 
Seaholm.
   “I texted my dad for an answer that I thought he 
would know during a test,” one anonymous senior told 
the Highlander. “He responded with the answer.”
   Another Seaholm father recently told his senior 
daughter, who wished to remain unnamed, that he was 
going to call the Dean of Admissions at her college of 
choice to try and secure the “best deal.”
   “I told my dad no, I’m not letting you do that,” said 
the student. “I told him if he was going to [call the 
Dean of Admissions] I was not going to college and I 
would get the tuition myself and pay for it myself the 
next year.”
  “I am concerned about parents who are tampering 
too much with the lives of kids, who need to become 
more independent,” said Dr. Mel Levine, professor of 
pediatrics at the University of North Carolina Medical 
School in Chapel Hill.
   “Cell phones are a big part of the problem,” said 
Levine. “I worry that students will not be able to 
function as well as adults, having been hovered over 
by parents for far too long.”
   Seaholm math teacher Thad Wilhelm echoed 
Levine’s thoughts.
   “We all want what’s best for our kids, but I 
think routinely smoothing things over for them 
is shortsighted,” said Wilhelm. “Self-reliance, 
perseverance, and patience are valuable and desirable, 
but all are potentially undermined when children 
are not compelled to develop an internal sense of 
responsibility and accountability.”
   “Bottom line,” said Rogers. “If you make excuses 
or try to give someone something that they didn’t earn 
or shouldn’t have, I think you give them an elevated 
sense of self confidence and when they go somewhere 
in the real world they don’t make it.”

“I  texted my dad for an answer 
that I thought he would know 
during a test,” one anonymous 
senior told the Highlander. “He 
responded with the answer.”

“Helicopter Parents” Are No Stranger To 
Seaholm, Yet At Least One Study Shows 
They May Have Reason To Hover
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In general, 
my parents.. .

are involved 
with my school 
l l ife, but not too 
much

45 - 59%

are somewhat 
or completely 
uninvolved in 
my school l ife

16 - 21%

are overly
involved with 
my school l ife; 
it’s annoying or 
embarrassing

15 - 20%

76 TOTAL VOTES
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   “I attempted suicide seven times.”
    Katie* is a Seaholm junior, who had given up on life and felt like 
she had nowhere to turn. 
    “I already felt so alone,” Katie said. “I just didn’t know who to ask 
for help. I didn’t think anyone would care.” 
     But Katie isn’t alone. Her story could be that of a friend, a parent, 
a cousin.
     That’s exactly why Jamie Tworkowski felt compelled to make a 
difference.
     So the 27 year old from Satellite Beach, Florida founded the non-
profit organization “To Write Love on Her Arms” (TWLOHA). It’s 
a group dedicated to raising awareness about depression, addiction, 
self-injury, and suicide to let at-risk people know that someone cares. 
The organization includes a website, and an online merchandise store. 
It also runs booths along every stop of the Warped (music) Tour.
     “We want people to know that it’s okay to talk about these things, 
that community is essential,” Tworkowski said in a recent on-line 
discussion on Absolutepunk.net. “We hope to be a great first step to 
recorvery.”     
   TWLOHA goes to college campuses, festivals, conferences, and 
churches. They also invest financially directly in treatment and 
recovery in the US, Canada and Australia. This is quickly becoming a 

world-wide movement with a UK store set to open soon.
      The movement can be found even in the hallways of Seaholm High 
school. Senior Chelsea Bada is one student who proudly wears her 
TWLOHA shirt. 
     “At least like five people at concerts are wearing them,” Bada said. 
“It gives people something to talk about.”
    For Bada, the issue hits close to home.
    “I’ve had personal experiences with suicidal friends,” said Bada, 
who added she wants to plan and host a benefit concert, through her 
church to raise money and awareness for the TWLOHA program.
     To the uninformed, the TWLOHA name can b e 
confusing.
      According to the official TWLOHA website, the 
group takes its name from the true story of five days 
spent with a friend who was denied entry into a drug 
treatment center. The girl –  Renee, a 19 year-old cocaine 
addict and self-mutilator – had carved a message into her 
left forearm with a razor blade, after locking herself in 
a bathroom at a party. Eventually, Renee’s friends were 
able to get her the help she needed. In order to pay for 
her treatment and rehabilitation, they sold T-shirts with a 
THLOHA logo.
     “We feel what we do is definitely not just about a t-shirt 
or a catch phrase,” said Tworkowski. “It’s literally about 
loving people for who they are.” 
     According to a survey by the U.S. Surgeon General, there 
are as many as 8.3 percent of teens suffering from anxiety 
and depression. These can accompany other self-destructive 
behaviors, including self-injury, more commonly known as 
“cutting.”
     Cutting is mostly linked to anxiety and depression and 
often stems from other things such as eating disorders.
     “Depressed people attract other depressed people and 
the idea gets spread around,” Seaholm Crisis Counselor 

Dennis Rozema said.  “It’s 
more common now than five 
years ago, sort of a contagious 
effect,” 
      It is estimated that 1% of 
the general population self 
injures. 
     “You see it more in girls,” 
said Rozema, “but there are 
some boys who do it.”
     Most important though is to 
realize why people engage in 
this behavior in the first place. 
     “It was a way to get out and 
escape reality,” said Stacy*, 
a Seaholm senior who is a 
recovering cutter. “It was a 
pain that I could deal with.”
     “It’s really an expression of emotional 
pain,” said Rozema.  “It makes them feel 
better, a sort of relief.”
      Once people feel that initial relief, the 
memory of the temporary release doesn’t 
fade quickly. Much like drug abuse, 
Rozema said, “you have to keep doing it to 
feel that relief.”
     “It was like for once I controlled my own 

Bethany Oudersluys
Staff Writer

pain,” Katie said. “Finally I felt something.” 
     “Once an individual gets help or pressure from an outside source 
they have to stop that behavior so they change and resort to things like 
cutting or drugs,” Rozema said. “The root source of the emotional 
problem hasn’t been solved so the individual needs an outlet still.” 
      “It starts with one scratch, then two, then more and soon it’s just 
way out of control,” Katie said. “I reached a point where I just didn’t 
know what to do anymore.” 
     Experts say the danger for people in that situation is that once they 
hit rock bottom like that, many feel the only alternative left is 
suicide.
       To overcome such self-destructive  
 behaviors is no easy feat. It takes   
 willpower, motivation, and a change of 

perspective.
      It took support from family and friends to  
 help Stacy* stop.
       “I realized the importance of life and  
 how gifted I am,” said Stacy, who added  
 that she never attempted to take her own   
 life.

      That’s the biggest, and hardest, step: 
recognizing that you need help and asking for  

 it.
     “Think of each and every day as a gift,” 

Stacy* said. “Stay positive. Recognize how 
important each day is.”
     “First you need to want to stop. Without 

that, you won’t be successful,” said Dr. 
Tracy Alderman, author of The Scarred 
Soul: Understanding & Ending Self-
Inflicted Violence.
       “I realized that I’m supposed to be 
here for some reason and that anything 
would be better than this,” said Katie. 
      Reaching out to those in need of 

help can make all the difference.
      “I think the biggest thing is 

beginning to talk about these things,” 
said Tworkowski.

      According to the National Institute 
of Mental Health (NIMH), two-thirds of 

those suffering from depression never seek 
treatment. According to NIMH research, 
untreated depression is the number one cause 
of suicide, and suicide is the third leading 
cause of death among teenagers.
      That’s why Tworkowski will continue to 
provide a mouthpiece for help.
      Tworkowski will be touring and speaking 
on the Switchfoot tour from March 27 to May 
4, as well as running the TWLOHA booths 

this summer at Warped Tour.
      In the meantime, he will continue to participate in webchats. The 
most recent was one late last month on Absolutepunk.net
     “The outpouring of emotion and passion in this thread shows not 
only how much people want to talk to Jamie - but how much this 
project means to everyone - how it has impacted and changed lives,” 
said site founder Jason Tate.
      The Warped Tour, and TWLOHA hit Detroit on July 18.
      For more information, go to www.twloha.com

Editor’s note: some names* have been changed to protect the identities of 
some sources

A heart on the wrist stands in contrast to the cutting scars on one Seaholm student’s thigh 
(right).   Photo by Ashley Harte

Graphic by Chelsea Bada
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INSIDE: Seaholm’s exclusive interview with 
the star of the new movie, Never Back 
Down. PAGE 6

Check out The Birmingham Art Awards 
winners. PAGE 7

The Truth About Tanning:

Julie Zimmerman
Staff Writer

During the winter months, one 
major concern of a Seaholm stu-
dent is not blending in with the 
snow.  The alternative?  The “fake 
bake”.
   Fake-baking, using tanning beds 
to get color instead of the sun, has 
become an increasingly popular 
trend in the U.S, and more specifi-
cally, Birmingham.
   “I would say about 40 Seaholm 
students come in,” said Cathy 
Davis, owner of Sandals Tanning 
salon in Troy, “we get other high 
school students as well.”
    “I don’t necessarily do it for 
the color, but for the feeling,” said 
senior Megan Coe.
   “It releases endorphins,” added 
junior Anya Cekauskas, who tans 
regularly.

   “It’s relaxing and I feel stress 
free after I get out.  It just puts 
me in a good mood,” said senior 
Mandi Jarman. “I think everyone 
looks healthier with a little bit of 
color.”
   Other students see it differently.
   “I only did it because I’m go-
ing to Jamaica,” said sophomore 
Lindsey Laporte. “I’ll burn if I 
go into intense heat.  It’s only to 
protect my skin from getting dam-
aged [from a burn].”
   “Winter time getting ready to go 
on spring break vacations is our 
most popular time,” said Davis.
   Davis explained the precautions 
a tanner must take when duck-
ing into a tanning bed.  With the 
proper assistance and amount one 
tans, one may be able to save their 
skin instead of fry it.
   “It’s much better for the skin 
to tan slowly, and we can do that 

indoors because we can monitor 
each customer’s time,” she said.  
“We keep track of how often they 
are coming, how many minutes 
they are tanning in each bed—
and all of our girls that work have 
gone through certification about 
how to judge skin type and how 
to determine how many minutes 
they should go in a bed.  We help 
guide our clients.”
   However, a half-hour trip to 
the tanning salon can give tan-
ners more than just a bronze glow 
that will last for a week.  It can 
give tanners premature aging, 
eye damage, and skin cancer for 
a lifetime.
   A common theory among der-
matologists all over the country 
is that wrinkles are waiting under 
tanned skin, closer to the surface. 
Consequently, premature aging 
symptoms such as wrinkles and 

age spots can appear as soon as 
five years earlier than when they 
are supposed to.
   Obtaining eye damage from tan-
ning is rare, but it can still hap-
pen.
   When tanning, merely closing 
the eyelid does not provide ad-
equate protection for the eye be-
cause the human eyelid can only 
filter about 25% of the sun’s UV 
rays. Excessive tanning with un-
protected eyes can result in severe 
damage to the retina and cornea 
as well as poor night vision, ac-
cording to Brenda Fishbaugh, 
president of Eye Pro Inc., a com-
pany that makes disposable eye 
protection. 
   Not only can a person lose their 
night vision all together, but not 
wearing the proper eye protection 
while in a tanning bed or while 
exposed to sunlight puts a tanner 

at a much higher risk of develop-
ing early cataracts or macular de-
generation, the leading cause of 
blindness in the U.S.
   For those readers who believe 
that youth provides immunity to 
tanning’s dangers, younger skin is 
in fact more vulnerable.   
   By the time someone reaches 
the age of 18, approximately 80% 
of the skin’s lifetime damage has 
been done. The exposure people 
get before the age of 20 is most 
directly related to basal-cell carci-
noma and melanoma, which con-
stitute the leading cause of death 
for women between 25 and 29, 
Deirdre Dolan wrote in a tanning 
study that collaborated with Teen 
Vogue in 2005.     
   “Skin cancer used to be some-
thing only older people got,” said 
Dr. Indira Misra-Higgins, a Troy 
Dermatologist.  “Seeing some-

body in their 20s being diagnosed 
now isn’t unusual.  Ten years ago, 
that was unheard of.”
   In 2004, the Department of 
Health and Human Services cat-
egorized the UV rays from tan-
ning beds, which are actually 
three times more dangerous than 
natural sunlight because they pen-
etrate more deeply.
   So, with a steadily increasing 
five billion dollar industry, it’s not 
bewildering that the U.S has one 
of the highest rates of skin cancer 
in the world. 
   In her study, Dolan also wrote 
that those who use tanning beds 
monthly are twice as likely to be 
diagnosed with melanoma than 
those who don’t use tanning beds 
at all.

Students tan for every reason under the sun--or tanning bulb: to build color, to gain self-esteem, to release endorphins, or to build up resistance against a possible sun burn on an upcoming trip.
                    Photo by Amelia Carpenter

Seaholm Reaches Out to Ghana

Gina Linden
Opinion Editor

Half a world away eight Seaholm 
students are trading conventional 
summer jobs for helping Ghana-
ian orphans.
   Seaholm students will have an 
opportunity to make a difference 
in Ghana by working at a school 
and orphanage along with the 
surrounding community.  The or-
phanage school is located in the 
Ashanti region.  Through Aaron 
Adler and Mike Wagner, both 

2001 Seaholm grads, Seaholm 
is going to make a difference in 
Ghana.
   “It will be a life changing expe-
rience,” said Gisela Becker.
   Gisela Becker is the founder of 
SPANCO, a non-profit charitable 
organization that has built mul-
tiple hospitals, orphanages, and 
schools in Ghana.
    “It would be a great opportunity 
to create a partnership between 
Seaholm and the school in Gha-
na, that way every year Seaholm 
could stay there for a few weeks 

during the summer,” said Mari 
Gagnier, who is the Seaholm 
student in charge of the Ghana 
project. 
   Ghana is on the west coast 
of northern Africa, between 
the countries of Cote d’Ivoire 
and Togo. Its population is 
over 22 million with a literacy 
rate of only 58%.
   In 1957, Ghana became the 
first sub-Saharan country to 
gain its independence.
   In an email to the High-
lander, Mari Gagnier writes, 
“Ghana is one of the safest, 
if not the safest country in Af-
rica right now, it has been in-
dependent for 50 years and it 
is very proud of its democra-
cy. According to Aaron, they 
take great pride in being one 

of the few stable (politically and 
meaning there are no big violence 
problems, etc.) countries.”
   In Ghana, students will teach 
adult literacy classes, along with 
teaching English to children, help 
get the school ready, and plant 
crops.  While English is the of-
ficial language of Ghana, most 
Ghanaians have a poor grasp of 
the English language. 
   Students planning on going to 
Ghana will have weekly meetings 
to learn about the culture, and 
learn some of the local language.

   “Any student from Seaholm 
would be a great teacher,” said 
Aaron Adler.
   To raise money, Seaholm will 
have a fundraiser and conduct a 
book drive with surrounding ele-
mentary and middle schools.  The 
book drive will be held from Feb-
ruary 25th through March 20th. 
   The goal of 
the fundrais-
ers is to raise 
money for the 
students to go 
to Ghana and 
to get enough 
books to cre-
ate the best li-
brary possible 
at the Ghanaian 
school.
    “We hope 
can make a 
dent in the cost 
for those that 
are going,” 
Gagnier said.
   The Ghana 
trip will be 
from mid-June 
to mid-July.  
There will 
also be limited 
sight-seeing on 
the trip which 
will include 
visiting the This trip is an opportunity to create a partnership between Seaholm and the school 

in Ghana.      Photo by Aaron Adler

slave pens, national parks, and 
staying at a beach area at the end 
of the trip.
   The cost of the trip is $3500, 
and there are no necessary quali-
fications to go on the trip.
   Any students interested in go-
ing can contact Cheryl Shettel at 
cs01bps@birmingham.k12.mi.us 

The orphanage that eight Seaholm students will be volunteering at is 
located in the Ashanti region.                   Photo by Aaron Adler

or Barb Harte at bh02bps@bir-
mingham.k12.mi.us.  
   For more information you can 
visit www.helpforghana.com.  

Is the REWARD worth the RISK?
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Chris Dyla 
Staff Writer
  The lights go on.  Sweat starts to bead on the fore-
head.  The drummer wails on the snare and bass 
pedal while guitarist Nick Quinn hits the notes 
on his guitar. Alex starts singing and that’s when 
Seaholm’s very own Mike Dundon holds his chord 
and strums his four bass strings to the beat.  
   This is what the special services para-pro does for 
a living. On the side from helping kids with their 
disabilities, Dundon plays the bass guitar for his 
rock band Alex Winston.
   “I would call it rock,” said Dundon. “Classical 
rock... but mostly rock.”
   Alex Winston is the 21-year old lead singer from 
just outside of Detroit that has been touring all over 
the U.S. for the past couple of years.  She has per-
formed with top singers such as Uncle Kracker and 
A Blind Melon.
   Over the past summer and fall, Mike toured all 
over the America, mostly the Midwest, with this 
band seeing cities such as Pittsburgh, St. Louis and 
Chicago.  
   “It was probably one of the most fun experiences 
of my life,” explained Dundon. “I met a lot of peo-
ple and heard a lot of good music.”
   Sometimes good music pushes back the side job 
a few days – Dundon missed a few weeks of school 
for this tour with Ted Nugent.
   The band just recently just came out with their first 
EP called “By the Roots.”  The album can be found 
on iTunes, Rhapsody, Amazon, eMusic, and Napster 
for only $7.

   “I have been listening to his music since middle 
school,” says senior Brendan Lesinski, “Mr. Dun-
don has always done a phenomenal job with his bass 
playing abilities.”
   Before playing behind Alex Winston he played 
for a band named Colic with former Alex Winston 
guitarist Nick Quinn.  They came out with two EPs 
which can all be heard on the band’s MySpace web 
pages.
   Colic’s sound contained elements of mid 90s 
Britpop (Oasis, Stone Roses) mixed with Ameri-
can alternative radio rock (Foo Fighters, Jimmy Eat 
World, Stone Temple Pilots).
   Not many teachers at Seaholm have the same type 
of lifestyle that Dundon has.  Many teachers con-
sider teaching their full-time job, while Mr. Dundon 
believes his to be rocking out with his buddies.
   “I think its great to have a little diversity in the 
teachers here at Seaholm. Dundon brings a whole 
new personality to the table for kids to look up to,” 
said Seaholm’s Art teacher Jenny Jones.
   Mike and his band plan to have a new record out 
soon and to participate in any available tours.  His 
goals include keeping the band together, playing 
good music and maybe even gathering some money 
and fans along the way.
   When a survey was taken, almost all kids that were 
polled said that they had not heard Dundon’s music 
and few even knew that he even played in a band.
   Next up is a gig at St. Andrews Hall in Detroit on 
March 16 for a show with the band A Blind Melon 
at 8 o’clock.
   Previews of the band’s rockin’ music can be heard 
on their website: MySpace.com/alexwinston or alex-
winstonmusic.com, along with upcoming shows, 
videos and downloads of the 6-song EP.

Dundon brings a whole new 
personality to the table for 
kids to look up to.” 

-Art Teacher Jenny Jones

Seaholm ParaProfessional Michael Dundon has 
toured the nation as a musican. His current gig 
is playing base for Alex Winston

Photo courtesy of alexwinstonmusic.com

Seaholm’s Best
Kept ecret:
Para Professional 
Michael Dundon tours 
with rock band

Hollywood Visits Birmingham

INTERVIEW: Sean Faris Has No Shortage of Confidence

John Cohen
Staff Writer

REVIEW:  On Second Thought, Maybe You Should Back Down
Movie hits the mark, if hitting the mark means 
exhausting every cliche and used plot line

   Never Back Down may 
not be the worst movie 
I’ve ever seen.  We’ll 
ballpark it in the top ten.  
This is a movie that has 
somehow managed to fit 
every single high-school 
movie cliché into a mere 
hour and 43 minutes.  
Pretty impressive, 
considering high-school 
is only half the story.  
   The film finds Jake 
Tyler, played by Sean 
Faris (“Yours, Mine 
and Ours”), as the new 
kid in Orlando who 
gets wrapped into the 
world of mixed-martial 
arts fighting.  Jake has 
a troubled past, and an 
unhappy home life.  Of 

Jake Tyler (Sean Faris) gears up to fight. Our 
writer wished he could flee.

course he meets a cute 
girl, named ‘Baja’, 
played by Amber Heard.  
Why is she named 
‘Baja’?  According to 
her, ‘my parents smoked 
too much pot.’ 
   Unfortunately, it soon 
turns out that Baja is the 
girlfriend of the super 
rich, super popular, and 
soon to be arch-nemesis 
Ryan McCarthy, played 
by Cam Gigadent (“The 
O.C.”).  And even worse, 
Ryan beats the living 
you-know-what out of 
Jake in front of everyone.  
However, it is soon clear 
that things like this don’t 
bother Jake.  He never 
backs down.
   Directed by Jeff Wadlow 
(Cry Wolf), it’s a movie 

that is poorly acted and 
based on story that is 
a bizarre combination 
of Footloose and Fight 
Club; Never Back Down 
may pack the punch 
of a real life mixed 
martial arts tournament, 
yet it lacks just about 
everything else.  
   Its only saving grace 
is the appearance of 
Dijimon Hounsou, 
(Blood Diamond).  He 
plays Jean Roqua, Jake’s 
martial arts instructor.  
However, the appearance 
of Hounsou in such an 
awful movie is out of 
place and surprising.  
   With a stale script filled 
with dumb insults (‘nice 
shirt, Kurt Cobain’), 
a stupid plotline, 
poor acting, and quite 
possibly the worst movie 
title ever; Never Back 
Down is most definitely 
a movie from which you 
should ‘back down’.
   Rated PG-13 for 
mature thematic material 
involving intense 
sequences of fighting/
violence, some sexuality, 
partying and language - 
all involving teens
   Opens nationwide, 
March 14th

   So how is it that 25 year old Sean Faris went from being just your average 
Midwesterner to what he thinks is Hollywood’s next rising star? He never backed 
down. When visiting Birmingham on a promotional tour for his yet to be released 
action flick Never Back Down, Sean Faris described to The Highlander his climb 
to fame in this spring’s anticipated mixed martial arts drama. 
   “I’m very grateful to have this film,” said Faris. “Hopefully I can use it to launch 
my career.”
    In Never Back Down, Sean plays Jake Tyler, the new kid in town who finds 
himself caught up in the action packed world of mixed martial arts. But in real 
life high school experiences growing up in Toledo, Sean, an honors student and 
athlete, never dreamed he would end up on the big screen. 
    “Honestly, I never really had a whole lot of interest in acting,” said Faris. “But 
once I found [acting] and kinda liked it, then I wanted to get better and better at 
it.”
     After entering and winning an acting com-
petition late in his high school career, Sean 
suddenly found himself LA with a manager 
and agent and nowhere near where he thought 
he would be.
     “I didn’t even apply to college,” said Faris. 
“I think I was the first person in my high 
school’s history to graduate with honors and 
not take the SAT.”
      Even without a college education, Sean’s 
participation in sports such as soccer, baseball, football, and even diving provided 
enough preparation for the strenuous training required during the production of 
Never Back Down. 
     “I’ve been playing many sports throughout my life,” said Faris. “Being able 
to learn and pick these sports up along the years set in my mind an ability [to 
adapt].”
      But even natural athletic ability could not prepare Sean for this role.  The 
physicality of the movie’s intense martial arts scenes demanded an intense con-
ditioning regimen.  
      “It was really tough because putting on that weight while we were train-
ing,” said Faris. “Your body’s not in-tuned to grow. You’re breaking down muscle 
when you’re training that hard, so we were eating 5000 calories a day, which is 
like a regular sized meal every three hours.”
       In preparation for the film, Sean gained 15 pounds for his role by incorporat-
ing weight training into his high calorie diet.
      “I didn’t realize that the training was gonna be that intense,” said Faris. “But 

I’m grateful that it was that intense. I fought my way through it and that’s what 
the movie’s basis is…you never quit. There is nothing easy for me in this film 
from day one.”
      While filming Never Back Down, Sean and the rest of the crew were required 
to start Monday at 5am, shooting for 12 hours a day.  Throughout the week, pro-
duction schedule keeps backing up until Thursday, when filming begins at 6pm 
and ends at 7 am. Add the lack of sleep to the physically demanding choreogra-
phy, and that makes for one tired actor. 
    “It was one of those things that I had to get past the mental blocks of being 
good at everything I’ve done and be terrible and keeping coming in everyday,” he 
said. “It just clicked after a couple of months. I couldn’t wait to come back and 
do it again.”
      Sean now feels very confident of his newfound abilities. 
     “I don’t have any fear or insecurity of anyone who wants to approach me 
and start something,” added the self-assured actor. “I will happily defend myself. 

When they see that I have no fear, they’re like ‘what 
have I gotten myself into?’”
      So can we expect to see Sean in the tabloids any-
time soon for being involved in any brawls?
     “I’m sure you’ll see in the newspapers where there 
will be one or two incidences. People want to knock 
the king off the hill,” he said.
      With Never Back Down opening on March 14th 
nationwide, Sean has high hopes for the movie’s suc-
cess. 
     ”If the movie does what it potentially can and we 

all hope it will, this is my start,” said Faris. “This is my chance.”
       Upcoming projects for Sean include yet another physically demanding role 
as a rugby player in the sports drama Forever Strong. Sean is also in the middle 
of producing his own independent film, The Glass Eye, a film he feels especially 
passionate about.
       “It’s phenomenal. Sean Penn will sit down and watch that movie and say “D-
--, that was a good movie. I’m doing those two to gain respect.” 
        Sean offers a few words of advice for any Seaholm students with hopes of be-
coming successful as a Hollywood actor: “I don’t recommend [going to college] 
if you want to be an actor. If you want to be an actor, don’t go to college. That’s 
the best thing I can recommend you. If you want to be an actor the thing you need 
to do is go to classes in LA and go take the college of life.”
       So when it comes to pursuing a career, Sean believes in never backing down 
on your dreams.
      “I’m a strong believer in chasing your dreams. It’s your life, live it for your-
self!” 

Lanie Barron
Staff Writer

Sean Faris (LEFT) trains with Djimon Hounsou in Never Back Down. Faris gained 15 pounds 
for the role of “Jake Tyler” a high school MMA fighter. Image courtesy of Summit Entertainment

Faris appears beat up in this scene, but his 
confidence is very healthy. Image courtesy of Sum-
mit Entertainment

“I didn’t even apply to college. I 
think I was the first person in my 
high school’s history to graduate 
with honors and not take the SAT.” 

                      -- Sean Faris
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2008 Seaholm High School Scholastic Art Contest Winners
In a regional contest, 
10 Seaholm students 
placed in the Michigan 
Scholastic Art Contest. 

Winners included  No-
lan Astrien, Francoise 
Gagnier, Taylor Green, 
Ryan Greene, Ashley 
Harte, Andrew Kenety, 
Alura McCaughey, Kar-
en Timmerman, Kristen 
Volk and Jay Zaleski. 

The far left photo is by 
Ashley Harte, who re-
cieved a Gold Key in 
the Digital Imagery cat-
egory. 

The top right pictures is 
by Franny Gagnier. The 
winners’ art is currently 
displayed at the College 
for Creative Studies in 
Detroit, MI.

Cable TV Channel Vh1 has established a 
new pop culture of its own, resulting in 
many corrupt reality shows. 

   A current modern day heroine and 
addicting indulgence, reality television. 
While many feel that the shallow hit TV 

shows do nothing more than dumb down 
our country and cause people to obtain 
false impressions of what the “real 
world” is, these tacky primetime shows 
are receiving mass viewers and people 
can’t seem to keep their eyes off of all 
of the excitement. But where is all of the 
worthless entertainment coming from? 
From none other than the number one 
place to watch and discuss, Vh1. 
“Being a teenage girl, I have always 
watched MTV,” said sophomore Morgan 
Booth. “But I didn’t start watching Vh1 
until recent years when they started 
showing all the reality TV.”
   Vh1: Video Hits One is currently the 
top ranked cable television channel that 
offers an unlimited supply of the guilty 
pleasure of trashy TV. The hit MTV 
Network channel, partnered with MTV, 
has been capitalizing the music video 
scene since its January 1985 creation, 
where it was established after MTV’s 
popularity began drastically rising 
among teens. However, since 2003, the 
highly ranked music station dropped the 
“music” aspect and decided to target an 
audience of ages 18-35, while giving 
special attention to the concept of pop 
culture the same way in which its sister 
MTV has done since being created in 

Today’s TV is No More than Trashy 

Alexa Ebling
Lifestyles Editor

1981. 
   However, though Vh1 seems to have 
challenged the concept of transforming 
into a more pop culture driven channel, 
the company seems to have spun off 
the standard definition that Webster’s 

D i c t i o n a r y 
claims to be a 
contemporary 
lifestyle and 
items that are 
well known 
and generally 
a c c e p t e d , 
c u l t u r a l 
p a t t e r n s 
that are 
w i d e s p r e a d 
within a 
population.
   Sidetracking 
from the 
initial idea of 
pop culture, 
Vh1 seems to 
have created 
a pop culture 
of its own. 
Thanks to the 
constant line 
ups of reality 
TV being 
excess ively 
aired, the 

American public has now grasped and 
accepted the idea that reality TV is a 
present day cultural pattern. 
   “When I first see reality shows being 
advertised, 
I think 
t h e y ’ r e 
r e a l l y 
s t u p i d . ” 
said Olivia 
N e u h a r d , 
S e n i o r . 
“But after 
w a t c h i n g 
just a few 
minutes of 
an episode, 
I ’ m 
hooked.”
   Vh1 
c u r r e n t l y 
offers an 
abundance 
o f 
television 
p rog rams 
with reality 
TV making 
up the 
m a j o r i t y 
of the 

company’s line up. 
   America has seen Flavor Flav, New 
York [Tiffany Pollard] and Bret Michaels 
search the world for their true loves in 
the hit series Flavor of Love, I Love 
New York and Rock of Love. They 
have seen life’s unnecessary dramas and 
how to blow things out of proportion 
in shows including Hogan Knows Best 
and The Surreal Life.  They have even 
seen Monique attempt to turn bad girls 
into angels in Charm School and how to 
maintain a dysfunctional marriage in My 
Fair Brady. 
   “My all time favorite show is Flavor 
of Love.” Said Christina Manoli, Senior. 
“I find it to be so amusing to watch 
girls that have absolutely no respect for 
themselves, throw themselves at some 
old guy that’s not even hot.” 
   All of these shows, while serving no 
obvious purpose other than a simple 
waste of time, are being eaten up by 
the millions of viewers that tune in on a 
weekly, or even daily basis to get their 
fix of reality TV. 
   People are being spoon fed mouthfuls 
of obnoxious behavior by simply flicking 
through the channels on their television 
sets and coming across appealing eye 
candy. 
   Vh1’s current slogan, Watch and Discuss, 
could not be any more appropriate. The 
more they air the jaw dropping and 
appalling yet entertaining reality shows, 
they more Americans indulge themselves 
with the 30 – 60 minute clips; the more 
that they indulge, the more they converse 
about the shocking and compelling events 
that they witness. 
   “All of those reality shows on Vh1 
are such a waste of time.” Said Caroline 
Willett, freshman. “But they are just way 
to addicting and way to fun to watch for 
me to stop.”

Flavor of Love is a reality television dating game show starring 
Flavor Flav of the rap group Public Enemy.  Courtesy Vh1

Flavor Flav is a rapper, classically trained pianist, television 
star, hype man, and member of the politically conscious hip 
hop group Public Enemy.                           Courtesy Vh1

Chiodos Hits the Big Leagues

Jessica Malen
Staff Writer
 When first entering a Chiodos concert, 
the electric energy shocking the air is 
overwhelming. There is no traditional 
seating to contemplate music in like peo-
ple do at large venues with the possibility 
of singing along to the lyrics or maybe an 
occasional clap of recognition. 
   No, at a Chiodos concert there is only 
a large open space that quickly fills with 
pulsing bodies swaying to Craig    Ow-
ens’s intense voice. It wouldn’t be a sur-
prise if Craig suddenly decided to walk 
on (yes, ON) the crowd or if one of the 
band members climbed on top of a gi-
ant speaker and leapt into the crowd at 
random. Chiodos is all about burning a 
memory into the heads of their fans to 
last a lifetime.
   Not only do the fans in Michigan feel 
an overwhelming sense of pride at the 
fact that Chiodos is from Michigan, but 
that nationally Chiodos is a band to be 
proud of. 
   Before 2001 the band members of Chi-
odos (formerly known as The Chiodos 
Bros., their band name is inspired from 
the 80’s film producers Stephan, Charles, 
and Edward Chiodo) were just a bunch of 
kids from Davison, Michigan who loved 
music and happened to be really good at 
making it. They started off playing at lo-
cal venues all around Michigan such as 
the Flint Local 423 and Jamestown Hall. 
   However, Chiodos quickly gained 
popularity along with a loyal following 
of fans who worshiped their music like 
religion. Chiodos’s music was unique to 
the early 21st Century with the pop genre 
rising in the music industry. Their music 
is distinctive in the way that it rebels con-
formity and they don’t try to create music 
to please anyone but their artistic souls.
   “I think our fans get something from 
our music that they can’t find in other 
bands,” Bradley Bell who is the key-

boardist for Chiodos said. “We’re a little 
different from what people are used to.”
   Nevertheless, Chiodos’s originality 
and freshness seem to be what their fans 
crave. Their music can be an asylum for 
anyone from the socially detached to the 
prom queen. Their music is all about how 
it is interpreted and appreciated. 
   “Chiodos is the best local rock group 
vocally, because they have the best 
range,” said Josh Bering, Sophmore.
   Still, there were some complaints 
over their last album as some fans felt 
that Bone Palace Ballet (which was re-
leased on September 4, 2007) was more 
“soft” compared to their last album All’s 
Well That Ends Well (released in July of 
2005). 
   The fans were concerned that Chiodos’s 
style and musical genre had changed due 
to an increased desire to gain more ap-
peal from all audiences and ultimately 
making more money as Bone Palace 
Ballet reached #4 on the album charts 
for Billboard. So, it was a question of 
loyalty for some fans, but most had faith 
that Chiodos was experimenting with a 
greater variety of music than they had in 
the past. 
   “Their music changed to reach a wider 
and more mainstream demographic of 
fans, they’re still playing the music they 
want without compromising their mes-
sage,” Said Niobe Marasigian, Soph-
more
   In truth, Chiodos cannot be placed in 
any one genre. Their music ranges from 
heart rendering melodies to blood cur-
dling screams.  In words, their albums 
could be called “works of musical art” 
because of the painstakingly beautiful 
lyrics that can be compared to poetry, and 
the variety of song composition.
   On February 16th 2008, Chiodos played 
for their biggest audience ever in Michi-
gan at the Joe Louis Arena with Linkin 
Park and Coheed and Cambria. They 
have finally hit the big leagues.
    “We’re psyched,” Bell said. “We’ve 
always sort of had the dream of being a 
big band. I don’t know if it will happen 
for us, but I’d be lying to say I haven’t 
thought about it.”
   The “small venue” band from Michi-
gan has risen to great heights and playing 
with the big boys is their reward.  
   Matt McManaman who is a guitar play-
er for Chiodos has said, “We are very 
blessed. The dedication that our fans, or 
the Chiodos Army as we call them, have 
toward us is phenomenal. It’s exciting to 
see them get so stoked about something 
that we’ve created.” 
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   The constant changes in the Birmingham Public 
Schools district, and within Seaholm itself, have 
hit a final wall. The latest blow—the new contract 
policy—is a poor solution 
to other districts’ problems. 
Seaholm has often prided it-
self with being one of the top 
districts in the state. The state 
of Michigan upped its gradu-
ation requirements, though 
Seaholm was hardly affected. 
We already had high standards 
to graduate. These new re-
quirements have made a large 
impact on other districts. Due to the rigorous new 
curriculum, students’ attendance has dropped, and 
they’ve lost credit. The state of Michigan’s solution 
involves changing the attendance policy—some-
thing Seaholm did not need.
   Now, we are hit with yet another change. If we 
as students decide to skip a class a certain number 

   As a 60 Minutes special so boldly proclaimed, our 
generation, “The Millenials,” is inherently selfish.
   We need to be babied; we can’t handle any respon-
sibility; we project a sense of entitlement; we lack 
the commitment that grounds our elders. Such are 
common gripes.
   While there are undoubtedly truths embedded in 
those claims, I am here to offer a rebuttal to the in-
dictment of my generation. Because, after listening 
to several news reports criticizing The Millenials—
a group defined as those born between 1980 and 
1995—and reading countless patronizing articles, I 
feel compelled to explain this generation from my 
perspective.
   Principally, critics must 
understand that we are 
our own generation with 
unique characteristics. 
We’re not you, Mr. Sixty-
Year-Old Corporate War-
rior; we weren’t raised by 
the “Greatest Generation” 
that was shaped by World 
War II and its aftermath. 
“Millenials” simply do 
not espouse the same set 
of values that older gen-
erations embody, yet, 
with that in mind, many feel the necessity to cat-
egorize us. It’s as though the establishment simply 
can’t handle this generation’s seemingly radical 
ways of conduct and our differences in demeanor 
and attitude, so they see it fit to condemn our dis-
semblance. 
   One must realize that Millenials have matured in 
a drastically different environment than the aging 
workers of today once did. The past several decades 
have brought unparalleled technological advances, 
and accordingly, the new generations have adapted. 
Today’s youth is accustomed to having everything 
at their immediate disposal and may be more im-
patient than past generations, but that is merely a 
result of our surroundings. However, these traits do 
not make us selfish, nor do they make us inferior in 
the workplace. Said generation is simply different, 
and that is reflected in everything we do. 
   Thusly, to see The Millenials raked over the hot 
coals by executives and consultants who project a 
facade of righteousness and wisdom is simply in-
furiating. As far as I’m concerned, all comparisons 
made are simply invalid. I find it unfair and unrea-
sonable to compare two unlike quantities: The Mil-
lenials to any other generation. I may be over-em-
phasizing this point, but the younger generation is 
grossly different and does not adhere to older values. 

For example, why should I sacrifice for the com-
pany? What’s in it for me? Is it selfish to want the 
best possible job? I think not. To place one’s career 
track aside for the betterment of the company, to me 
and many others that fall within the maligned gener-
ation’s age range, is ludicrous. Where’s the logic in 
that? If constantly trying to better my lot in life and 
relentlessly attempting to further my career—pro-
vided that I don’t exact undue damages upon oth-
ers—is considered selfish, then I disagree. What the 
Millienials deem selfish behavior and many of our 
seniors consider to be selfish seem to be two entirely 
different ideas. This discord amongst the ranks is the 
crux of the issue.
   The solution? Well, I would argue there isn’t much 
of a solution because there isn’t any real problem. 
Some elders in the workforce, however, seem intent 

on manufacturing one. 
I’m not asking that 
older generations clear 
out for the hell-rais-
ing Millenials (at least 
that’s the perception)—
no, far from it. Learn-
ing to adapt on both 
ends is important to 
insuring success in the 
workplace and beyond. 
That being said, this 
business of hiring con-
sultants to analyze our 

generation and instruct companies on how to best 
mange us is wholly preposterous. We’re not mar-
tians devoid of any motor or communication skills. 
Believe it or not, we’re humans too, and you can 
address us like any other colleague. Granted, there 
are always exceptions; there are certainly genuinely 
selfish and stubborn Millenials, but such is the case 
of any generation. I don’t think we need to babied 
or smothered with compliments—such practices are 
demeaning and would quite possibly heighten any 
existing problems. 
   In fact, the Millenials should hold an immense 
amount of value in the workplace because we can 
accomplish feats no other generations before us 
could. We’ve mastered technology, and multitask-
ing is a way of life. Those who view the Millenials 
as self-absorbed and burdensome are simply senile. 
Sure, we may have more a little more attitude than 
past generations, but that’s a good thing. There is 
no question in my mind that the youth is incredibly 
driven, and I resent all those who view us as an omi-
nous, destructive force that can’t be bargained with. 
The Millenials can certainly get a raw deal, and we 
deserve a chance to prove ourselves and establish 
our methods.  Change is always viewed with skepti-
cism, and the generational differences are no differ-
ent. It’s time to embrace change. 

Editorial: Another Burden 
for Seaholm Students

We’re Different: 
Deal With It
Ben Kuslits
Co-Managing Editor

   I’ve been a teacher for 26 years and a mother 
for 16, and quite frankly, I’m better at the for-
mer than the latter.  And when my son entered 
high school last year, I came to realize that 
the combination of teacher and parent nearly 
drove me and my son to the brink of disaster.  
Yes, I had become the very nightmare of every 
high school teacher in America—the dreaded 
“helicopter parent.”   
   It had started innocently enough, I would 
review the assignments his English teachers 
would give him, comment on them and of-
fer to help him with editing and such.  Soon, 
much to my chagrin he avoided showing 
me assignments at all, probably afraid that 
I’d make him revise and refine until the pa-
per came up to my own standards (which, of 
course, were higher than his own).  I didn’t 
realize at the time that he not only avoided 
showing me the essays, but avoided showing 
the teacher as well—as in not turning in the 
work.  Soon, I saw a string of zeros across 
a progress report and a grade that made my 
heart plummet.  What happens when an Ad-
vanced Placement English teacher sees her 
son sporting a D in Honors English 9?  From 
the depths of the black hole my son calls a 
backpack; several crumpled essays were dis-
covered, never having been turned in to the 
teacher.  Why?  “I forgot,” my son shrugged.  
When I asked if he could still turn them in for 
credit, he said he didn’t think so.  So I did it; I 
emailed the teacher, a pleasant young woman 
who had actually done her student teaching 
here at Seaholm years before (oh, the humili-
ation).  I explained in my email that I was in-
quiring as to whether my son could still turn 
in the assignment as he had completed it, but 
had forgotten to submit it.  I waited throughout 
the day for her response and when it blinked 
across my screen, I read with disbelief that 
“Unfortunately, no, he could not submit it as 
that would be unfair to all the students who 
had submitted their essays in on time.”  I im-
mediately responded to her rigid edict that my 
son had done the work, and I asked politely, 
yet insistent, if he could receive even partial 
credit.  The reply came soon and was brief, 
“No.”  
   I fumed at the computer screen; I vented to 
my colleagues; I called my husband, now re-
ferring to our son as “your” son, sure that this 
lack of responsibility was a trait passed down 

from his side of the family.  I visited my son’s 
counselor, asking about the failure of Farm-
ington High School teachers to nurture learn-
ing.  She listened for about forty-five minutes 
while I told her of my son’s high test scores; 
she informed me she had another meeting to 
attend.  I’m sure I caught her rolling her eyes 
at the secretary when I left.  I left a message 
with the assistant principal at FHS to explain 
my concerns about the grading policy in the 
English department.  I expected a return call.  
    At home, I found my son killing terror-
ists with unerring accuracy on his X-Box 360.  
Motioning for him to remove the head gear 
and listen to me, I told him of my quest to get 
his grade restored.  His eyes wandered from 
me to the screen as he only half attended to my 
righteous indignation at the ill treatment he 
had suffered at the hands of uncaring teachers 
and officials.  He nodded absently, and when 
I paused for breath, he returned to his game.   
Still disgruntled, I walked up the stairs, mum-
bling about the mess in which he had left the 
basement, almost tripping over his heavy, but 
still-zipped, backpack.  
   And then it hit me (okay, no one could ac-
cuse me of being overly anxious to accept re-
ality)—exactly whose grade was this?  I did 
some soul searching that night, and it hasn’t 
been easy—as many of my colleagues here 
at Seaholm will attest to—but my son is now 
officially on his own at school in terms of his 
grades.  If he fails—he fails.  He must learn to 
accept the consequences of missing deadlines 
and not studying for tests and quizzes, but I 
will not pick up the pieces of his dubious aca-
demic endeavors.  
   This year at parent conferences, my son’s 
English teacher tells me he has a C+, but he is 
missing two assignments or his grade would 
be better.  “No kidding?” I say to her.  “I guess 
he’ll need to cross off Michigan State from 
his list.”  And I mean it.  He will go to the 
college that he earns.  Don’t get me wrong; I 
love this young man more than my own life.  
I would sacrifice just about anything to see 
him successful and happy as an adult.  But 
I will not sacrifice the consequences of his 
present behavior so that he earns that future 
for himself.   And that realization brings me 
full circle; I am a better teacher than I am a 
mother; I accept that truth.  It’s because when 
I teach, while I care for my students, I don’t 
love them. Now I’ve come to learn that I need 
to love enough to let my son fail.

Thoughts from a Failed 
Helicopter Parent
Kyle Hall
Guest Commentary
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We’re not martians devoid 
of any motor or commu-
nication skills. Believe it 
or not, we’re humans too, 
and you can address us 
like any other colleague. 

of times, we obviously don’t care about the credit. 
Don’t punish us by making us take the class pass/
fail. It’s unnecessary, and only hurts our GPA. The 
policy requires us to jump through too many hoops, 
and the departments require too much for us to “test 
out.” And why such a high grade to pass? Isn’t 60% 

passing when a class con-
sciously chosen to be pass/
fail? Why must we test out 
at a 78%?
   This does not solve any of 
the state’s education prob-
lems. This policy will soon 
backfire—students will skip 
and not be able to test out 
at 78%. Failing grades will 
pile up and the state will 

have another problem on their hands: students not 
graduating high school.
   Seaholm does not deserve to suffer another policy 
change, and the attendance/credit policy should go 
back to the way it was.

Highlander Editorial

Students don’t de-
serve to be burdened 
with yet another un-
deserved change.
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   The Seaholm Swimming and Diving team scored 
first place this past week at the OAA meet at 
Groves. 
   It was Seaholm’s first ever win at the OAA meet, 
and was also a record breaking affair. The record 
breakers included seniors Morgan Priestley, Paul 
Collins, Alex Maniaci, and Andrew Skandalaris. 
   Also competing at the meet were Groves, Troy, 
West Bloomfield, Rochester, Lasher, and Andover.
   Before the meet, senior captain Morgan Priestley 
felt that his team was a little nervous.
   “Going into preliminaries everyone was a little 
nervous,” said Priestley. “Groves has a reputation 
for swimming unbelievably fast at leagues.”
   Many of the Seaholm athletes rose to the occa-
sion, including Priestley, Collins, Skandalaris, and 
Maniaci in the first event: the 200 Yard Medley.
    Also in the 200 Yard Medley, swimmers Andrew 
Provost, Peter Blank, James Biehl, and Sean Neuen-
feldt posted solid times in the B Final. 
   Morgan Priestley also took first two events later, 
in the 200 yd IM.
   Underclassmen also made their presence felt for 
the Maples.
   “Our strongest point at leagues was the fact that 
our underclassmen stepped up to the plate, got state 
cuts, and placed well,” said senior Paul Collins. 
“Everyone came ready to perform and swam races 
with tough mind sets.”
   In the ninth event, the 200 yard freestyle, Priest-
ley, Maniaci, Collins, and junior DJ Lydy broke the 
OAA record.
   Just one event later, in the 100 yard backstroke, 
Priestley once again scored the top spot, with Skan-
dalaris scoring third, and junior Andrew Provost 
placing seventh.
   After the teams had a break for diving, Seaholm 
swimmers Lydy, Priestley, Nick Wylie, and Ted 
Howard took the top four times in the 400 yard free-
style. Alex Wood and Jim Lafave, both sophomores 
also placed.
    “Overall, the meet was amazing. To see everyone 
step up and swim the way they did was really some-
thing” said senior Alex Maniaci.

Seaholm 
Swimmers 
Take League 
Meet Title
Maple Swimmers led 
by record-setting senior 
team of Priestley, Col-
lins, Maniaci, and Skan-
dalaris.
Taylor Stewart
Staff Writer

   Andrew (Fergie) Ferguson steps on to the grass 
and dirt of Maple Field just as any other Seaholm 
baseball player does. He adjusts his pant belt, puts 
on his glove, and readies for a round of pre-game the 
same way as his fellow ballplayers would.  
   This Seaholm athlete, however, has taken a much 
different path toward reaching his goal of playing 
baseball compared to the rest of his teammates. 
   After suffering a stroke at birth, Ferguson perma-
nently lost most of the feeling in his right side leav-
ing his right hand completely immobile. Although 
he had always realized he was a little bit different 
than the other kids his age, he was able to find a 
common bond between most of his friends through 
the love of baseball.
   Fergie’s passion for baseball originated at a young 
age and has remained a constant throughout his 
life.
   “I used to go to Cubs games every weekend from 
the time I was a child,” Ferguson said. “Those games 
really spurred along my love for the sport.”                 
   After watching so much baseball as a kid, it was 
natural that Fegie wanted to play the game he loved 
so much. Although his disability would not allow 
him to hit or field like most players, he remained 

determined to become a ballplayer and dedicated his 
time to pitching.
   “I grew up watching Jim Abbot pitch with no right 
hand, and it really made me believe I could replicate 
what he accomplished,” Ferguson said.
   Although when he was younger Fergie had dreams 
of becoming a professional ballplayer, recently his 
goals have begun to change.
   “I’d love to coach high school baseball one day,” 
Ferguson told the Highlander. “I’ve matured to a 
point where I know that managing is more for me.”
   After getting cut from the Seaholm JV team last 
year, Fergie decided he would still stick with his fa-
vorite sport and become the team manager.
    Through managing he discovered talents in him-
self he never knew he had, and potentially found his 
true passion.
   Fergie’s roles on the team included keeping the 
pitch count, helping the players warm up before 
the game, providing moral sport during the game, 
and serving as an overall inspirational figure for the 
team – a role in which Fergie thinks he does best.
   “I think a lot of times the players take their athletic 
abilities for granted, and when they see me out there 
throwing with one arm, it really makes them appre-
ciate how lucky they are just to be out there playing 
the game they love,” Ferguson said.
   “Fergie did a great job. He was always on time and 

did whatever the team needed of him,” Seaholm’s 
JV baseball head coach Dan Drapal said. “It’s cool 
because the players really view him as more of an 
equal than a coach’s assistant.”
    “I can definitely see Fergie helping out a High 
School program one day,” Drapal continued. “He 
can really be an asset to a team as a manager.” 
   The words of Drapal are well backed up by Fer-
gie’s teammates.
    “Fergs is always there for a tap on the back during 
games. I can definitely see him being a great high 
school coach one day,” said former JV ballplayer 
Kevin Crimmins. 
   Ferguson hopes to live up to that potential one 
day.
    “As with most people my home life is not always 
the greatest, so when I get on the field all of my 
troubles just seem to fade away and I can just focus 
on the simple game I love,” said Ferguson. “I really 
thrive off the social interaction with my teammates; 
they’re constantly making me laugh.”
   Throughout all the adversity that Fergie has faced, 
he has constantly proven that he can rise to the chal-
lenge and never back down. This type of persever-
ance has earned Fergie the respect of his peers, and 
his passion for life and baseball have left people 
asking, “what disability?”

Ryan Peck
Staff Writer

FOR THE
LOVE

OF THE
GAME

Junior Andrew Ferguson Overcomes the Odds
to Participate in the Game He Loves

   Seaholm’s top senior athletes who signed their 
letters of intent will be taking their skills to the 
next level.
   “We have a well rounded student body with a 
number of outstanding student-athletes,” said ath-
letic director Aaron Frank.
   Starting with Seaholm’s gridiron standouts, two-
way lineman Justin Johnson signed with North-
wood University to join their football squad.
   “I got a scholarship,” said Johnson. “I got along 
with the coaching staff really well I guess.”
   “Justin is a talented player,” added Seaholm 
football coach Chris Fahr. “It comes down to him 
making plays on the field, and he did.”
   “Justin is a good football player and a good kid,” 
said Northwood football coach Mike Sullivan.  “I 
am looking forward to coaching him.
   Another Seaholm football player who will be 
playing in college next year is Eden Presland, who 
signed with Alma.
   “Eden did a lot of the work on his own, making 
calls and stuff like that,” explained coach Fahr.
   “You can tell that Eden loves football with each 
breath he breathes, which is something I like to 
see,” said Alma coach Jim Cole.
   Football players weren’t the only Seaholm ath-
letes who signed with colleges.

   Lacrosse player Trevor Stapleton signed to play 
at Lehigh.
   “I went to visit and loved it when I went,” said 
Stapleton. “It was the best combination of academ-
ics and athletics.”
   “Trevor has a nice set of skills; he is a well-
rounded player,” said Lehigh coach Kevin Cassese.  
“He should be a strong addition to our program.”
   The lone girl to sign a national letter of intent 
was Afton Delvechio, who committed to Illinois 
State to play soccer.
   “We had been talking to her for a while,” said 
Illinois State coach Drew Roff. “I could tell right 
away that she was the type of player I was looking 
for. Along with her ability, she has a good work 
ethic and is a total team player.”
   Seaholm’s most decorated recruit, swimmer 
Morgan Priestley, will be swimming at Stanford 
next year.
   “Morgan is a great example of the type of young 
man I look for in one of my student-athletes,” said 
Stanford coach Skip Kenney.
    “To be honest, I clicked better with other 
coaches, but you can’t really base your decision on 
that alone because you never know who is going to 
be there in four years,” said Priestley “I mean, the 
prestige of Stanford’s program and their success at 
the NCAA’s over the last 26 years was important.”

SEAHOLM STUDENT-ATHLETES TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Senior Maples Look Forward to Playing College Sports Next Season

David Foreman
Staff Writer

Senior Afton Delvecchio signed with Illinois State University to play soccer.
Photo by Hunter Stenback

Athletes look for a 
place to practice
PAGE 10

Photo by Ryan Peck
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Nowhere to Go

    The same place where half the stu-
dent body dines happens to be where the 
MRSA scare began.
   Four mats were rolled out each after-
noon to be exposed to the sweat-laden 
bodies of the wrestling practice. After 
spraying the mats with a disinfectant, 
they are rolled and stacked against the 
wall of the cafeteria and the dance team 
dances in foul smelling footwear-on the 
bare floor. And this is after both A and 
B lunch participants leave remnants from 
their miscellaneous grease-infested fin-
ger food each day. Not to mention these 
athletes succumb to this crumby (pun in-
tended) mess.
   A solution for this growing epidemic?
   Maybe next year.
   “Right now it’s a bit of a compromise all 
the way around because of the construc-
tion, we don’t have everything done the 
way it will be done,” said Athletic Direc-
tor Aaron Frank. “I know it is a challenge 
for a lot of teams.  We knew that going in 
that during the period of construction-es-
pecially with the spacing-and some of the 
other things are unpredictable.”
   Frank said that the wrestling room was 
expected to be back for the season this 
year. And that was a bust.
   “Initially we thought we thought they 
would be able to put up a temporary wall 
and the team would have access to the 
[old] room,” Frank said.
   Another problem has come to the table 
with pre-season training for spring sports 
in the gym. With girls and boys basketball 
just recently ending, the gym couldn’t 
be fully utilized for all parties including 
track, girls’ soccer, softball, baseball, and 

Avondale knocks Maples out of Districts

Athletes search for practice space 
amid building construction

lacrosse.
   “The team that’s in season always has 
the first preference [in the gym],” said 
Frank.
   Next year will bring new facilities.
   “There’s an 8000 square foot area in 
our old pool. In fact, we drain the pool 
on March 24th of this year,” said Frank. 
“There will be cardio equipment, circuit 
machines, free weights, and there will be 
a section of the room [that] could be used 
for aerobics during P.E. or for dance,” 
Frank said.
   “[Right now] it’s completely ridiculous 
and disgusting,” said Maple Motion se-
nior Krista Delong. “It needs to change 
fast.”
      “And it’s really distracting when 
there’s all that other stuff going on in [the 
cafeteria],” said Maple Motion senior 
Courtney Murphy. “I mean it’ll be better 
because it’ll be a better floor than the caf-
eteria -which you like kill yourself on.”
   Wrestler senior Seth Johnson wasn’t 
caring for the sharing of the cafeteria.
   “We need a wrestling room,” said John-
son. “We had to unroll the mats every 
day. It was bad.”
   A possible alternative for other pre-sea-
son training might come to Seaholm’s 
refurbished aerobic area.
   “Our current plan is to leave a path of 
about eight feet all the way around the 
entire thing,” said Frank. “We want to 
prevent some of the running the halls. It’s 
obviously not a great situation. We rent 
out so much of the building for university 
classes and its pretty distracting when [it 
sounds like] you’ve got a herd of buffalo 
coming by.”

Seaholm wrestlers practice in the cafeteria; the wresting room was torn down 
in the construction.   Photo by Josh Cohen

   As the final seconds ticked off on the 
2007-2008 basketball season, a year 
filled with high expectations and raised 
standards came to a close. Although the 
Maples put up a good fight towards the 
end of the game, they still fell short of 
Avondale 60-48 in the District opener 
held at Pontiac Northern Wednesday 
night. 
   “In the end Avondale was just more 
talented than us,” junior Ben Lewis 
said. “They had more size than us, but 
we showed some late life and were able 
to keep it relatively close.”
   Senior Brian Palmeri helped to ignite 
the team with some passion when he 
took a hard charge early in the second 
half, leaving him with six stitches above 
his left eye.
   “I knew we needed a little bit of a 
spark, and I saw an opportunity to take a 

charge against a man much larger in stat-
ure than myself,” said Palmeri. “Given 
the opportunity, I’ll take that chance.”
   Although the season may have ended 
on a bit of a bitter note, the players still 
realize that they put up a fairly good re-
cord this year. With a new coach, and a 

completely revamped starting lineup this 
season, they were still able to set a high 
standard for teams of the future.
    “We’ve played much better than we 

have in the past, but there’s still room 
for some improvement,” said junior 
Dan Meredith.
    “Our team sets such high standards 
for ourselves that to us we have under-
achieved,” said Richaud Pack. “But ac-
cording to almost any other Seaholm 
fan we had a great year.”
   “Coach Andrades was really able to 
energize the program, and we all knew 
it was time to change things up a bit,” 
Palmeri said. “He was nothing but a 
positive edition for us.”
   “I think we provided anyone watching 
us with a good template of how to play 
the game,” Palmeri continued. “When 
we played well we won some games.” 
   As far as next year goes, the team 
looks forward to another good year be-
hind Coach Andrades’ lead.
   “We should fare well next year if ev-
eryone stays dedicated, and we get some 
help from the JV guys,” Lewis said.

Ryan Peck
Staff Writer

St. Mary’s Downs BU in Districts
6-3 Loss ends Birmingham Unified playoff hopes

The Birmingham Unified hockey team  gives one last team cheer as they exit the ice. Photo courtesy BU

   Two crossbars and a few bad bounces 
later, it’s all over.
   A 6-3 playoff loss to defending state 
champion Orchard Lake St. Mary’s 
brought an end to the season for the Bir-
mingham Unified hockey team.
   “We knew going in we would have 
to work hard to win because we were 
a very young team and they are the de-
fending state champs,” said senior cap-
tain Travis Scoggin.
   With a 3-17-6 overall record, BU 
struggled early in the season after the 
loss of 13 seniors, but steadily showed 
improvement throughout the course of 
the year.
   “We definitely improved a lot more 
than some of the other BU teams I’ve 
been on,” said junior captain Adam 

Solomon.
   “It was definitely rewarding to see us 
get better and better each game,” said 
first year head coach John Weidenbach.
   The team attempted to make up for their 
youth and inexperience through the solid 
leadership of Weidenbach, who played at 
Michigan State, and his assistants Chris 
Bogas, Brooke Chateau, and Seaholm 
Band Director Tim Cibor. Senior cap-
tains Travis Scoggin (Seaholm), Kyle 
Papke (Groves), and junior Adam Solo-
mon (Seaholm) also contributed in the 
leadership department.
   “The seniors left a good legacy,” said 
Solomon. “And I think I speak for ev-
eryone when I say that we love our new 
coach and that he has us going in the 
right direction.”
   “Going in I knew it was going to be 
rough losing some guys I really respect-
ed and looked up to from last year,” said 

Scoggin. “As captains we knew how 
important it [would be] to keep team-
mates attitudes good no matter how 
hard it got.”
   Kyle Papke led the team in scoring 
for the second straight season with 46 
points, and now holds 5th place all-
time. Scoggin moved to 12th all-time 
with 35 points this season and junior 
Nick Hurite (Groves) scored 30.”
   “We ended with only three wins, but I 
feel like I can leave happy knowing that 
I taught the younger guys something,” 
said Scoggin. “They’re going to have a 
great year next year.”
   Solomon is also excited about return-
ing as a senior next season.
   “We’ve only got 3 guys leaving so 
we’re looking good for next year hope-
fully.”

Hunter Stenback
Sports Editor

Amelia Carpenter
News Editor

Basketball Season Done

Senior Brian Palmeri needed 
stitches after taking a charge
Photo by Hunter Stenback
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   Picture it: you’re making your way 
out to the student parking lot with a 
spring in your step, anticipating the 
delicious, nutritious lunch you are 
about to treat your taste buds to. But as 
your vehicle comes into view you see 
that official-looking, unwelcome slip 
of paper resting on your windshield. 
Your feeling of elation is stamped on 
just like a young child stamps on a 
small, helpless animal just to see 
what will happen.
   Students’ resentment for parking 
tickets is perhaps the thing they are 
most united on. Both junior John 
Lewis and senior Brendan Lesinski 
were extremely angry about receiving 
their tickets.
   “When I found the ticket, I kneed my 
car door in and it had to be replaced,” 
said Lewis, who was angry enough 
not to pay the 30 dollar fine. “I got the 
ticket, stuck it in my glove apartment, 
and it’s still there.”
   Lesinski also was annoyed by the 
ticket he was given.
   “I was unfairly ticketed for in the 
yellow hash marks,” Lesinski said. “I 
mean, I was in the yellow hash marks, 
but only because there were no other 
spots.”
   At least, for Lesinski, his experience 
was not completely horrifying.
   “Mrs. Boyer said the first one was 
on them, so I didn’t have to pay it.”
   Junior Chase Panosian was also 

bothered by the ticket he received, 
but he was not as shocked as Lewis 
and Lesinski. 
   “I had been parking in the yellow 
hash marks for about two weeks so 
I was kind of expecting it,” Panosian 
said. “I just went down to city hall 
and paid it.”
   The person who writes the tickets 
is Seaholm’s Lot Supervisor, Doreen 
Moore. S               he writes between 
200 to 400 tickets each year.
   Despite what some students think, 
she does have the legal authority to 
write the tickets.
   “I got deputized by the Birmingham 
Police Department so I can write 
parking tickets,” Moore said. “You 
just go down to the station and they 
swear you in.”
   Assistant Principal Deb Boyer is 
the person within Seaholm who can 
write off—or choose not to write off 
a student’s parking ticket.
   “I have a little saying: The first 
one’s on me, the next one’s on you, 
unless you park in a handicapped 
spot—then you’re going to pay the 
100 dollar fine.” Boyer said. “What 
happens, typically, is that a student 
will come in and say to me, ‘Well, it 
was snowing and I couldn’t see the 
lines so I didn’t get in the space.’” 
   While she is forgiving, Boyer also 
understands that students may not 
always be entirely truthful when 
trying to talk their way out of parking 
ticket.
   “Often times what really happens 
is students are running late and they 
don’t want to park in the way back so 

they make one of the 
forward rows longer,” 
she said. “And then 
it’s a safety hazard 
because there is not 
enough room for cars 
to get around the row, 
and you can’t see as 
well.”
   If a student is 
caught parking in a 
handicapped space, 
Boyer will never 
cover the cost of the 
100 dollar ticket.
   “The reason there is 
no forgiveness for the 
handicapped spaces 
is because you have 
to knowingly park in 
a handicapped space. 
They are clearly 
marked,” she added. 
“I have no sympathy 
for a student who is 
so late they feel they 
need to park in a 
handicapped space.”
   Boyer also points out that students’ 
suspicion that Seaholm makes money 
on the tickets is incorrect.
   “These are not Seaholm tickets. 
These are city of Birmingham 
tickets,” Boyer said. “Doreen is 
deputized by the city of Birmingham 
to write tickets to keep order in this 
lot.”
   She also notes that it is in a student’s 
best interest to address their ticket as 
soon as possible.
   “What we do is we hold on to those 

tickets for approximately two weeks. 
That way, I have control over them 
before they are sent to the city,” she 
explained. “Once they are sent to the 
city, they’re yours, basically. You’re 
kind of out of luck.”
   Boyer wants students to know that 
there is no hidden Seaholm conspiracy 
behind the parking tickets.
   “We do not make a thing on those. 
I am not out to make money for the 
city,” Boyer said. “I just want the lot 
to be safe and orderly for you guys 
that are coming and going.” 

Parking Tickets are Common Occurence in Student Lot
Dan McClelland
Staff Writer

This is an all to frequent occurence for students who choose to double-park, and park in lined 
spots. For most students with their first ticket, Seaholm pays the fee. It can be from $7-$100.
                                                                                                                          Photo by Alexa Ebling

Rebel Sophomores go out to Lunch

Josh Cohen
Staff Writer

   How easy is it for an underclassman 
to sneak out to lunch? With a willing up-
perclassman and little chance of getting 
in trouble, it’s as easy as pie.  Or, in this 
case, a delicious slice of pizza.
   “It has gotten to the point where I don’t 
even consider the grade of the kids who 
I give rides to,” said one Junior who 
wishes to remain unnamed. “It’s not even 
‘sneaking out’ anymore.  It’s often that 
my car is filled with underclassman, and 
no one blinks an eye.”
   This lack of regard for the rule is wide-
spread throughout the school.  It is com-
monplace for cars full of underclassman 
to go to Primo’s or Qdoba without a 
thought of getting caught.  
   “I go out at least once a week, and I’ve 
never gotten caught,” Said an anonymous 
sophomore.  “It’s as easy as walking out 
the door, and 30 minutes later walking 
back in the door.”
   This lack of fear has greatly embold-
ened the underclassman.  They have such 
a lack of regard for the rule; they are seen 
simply walking through the front doors 
to leave. 

   For those who do get caught, they usu-
ally face a somewhat stiff punishment.  
assistant principal Staci Peterson is the 
staff member who deals with the punish-
ments.
   “The punishment for getting caught 
for the first time is generally a four-hour 
detention,” Says Peterson.  “Sometimes 
there are extenuating circumstances that 
we may take into consideration, but in 
general it is a four- hour detention. 
   Yet it seems this is not always the case.  
Many underclassman have gotten off 
with a warning, hardly a deterrent from 
future offences.  
   “I got let off with a warning since it 
was the first time I got caught,” Said one 
anonymous sophomore.
   “They said if I got caught again I would 
get a detention, but I doubt I’ll get caught 
again,” Said another. “And even if I do, 
I doubt they’ll remember me.  I’ll prob-
ably just get another warning.”
    Other than the large amount of doors 
to walk out of, one more reason it is so 
easy to sneak out is the fact that Seaholm 
students have no requirement of wearing 
their I.D.’s where teachers can see them, 
like Royal Oak High School does; mak-
ing it harder for staff to know which kid 
is in which grade.  Plus, with an assistant 

principle that is still learning everyone’s 
faces, circumstances are just right for un-
derclassman to sneak out.
   A large part of the reason underclass-
men are not allowed to go out to lunch, 
according to assistant principal Debra 
Boyer, is the fact that upperclassman 
gain a few pew perks simply because 
they are upperclassmen, not just because 
it is dangerous for younger students to be 
out and about.
   “I think that the juniors and seniors 
should get some privileges,” Said Boy-
er.  “They set the tone for the rest of the 
school, and they deserve to go out to 
lunch.”
   Yet for much next year’s incoming 
junior class, going out to lunch will be 
nothing new.  What used to be something 
fun, new, and social will be just another 
normality of Seaholm High School. 
    “The idea of ‘waiting our turn’ is a 
good idea, until you realize how much 
better outside food is,” says an anony-
mous freshman.  “There just doesn’t 
seem to be a legit reason to stay in.  You 
would have to be pretty stupid to get 
caught, and since the cafeteria food is a 
joke, going out is cheaper, tastier, and 
much more fun.”

Sadie Hawkins Leads to MIPs

Because of lax security in the parking lot, sophomores - and even freshmen - can sneak out to lunch.
                                                                                                                                                                Photo by Josh Cohen

Jordan Kristopik
Co-Managing Editor

   After a long week at school, stu-
dents use school dances to unwind 
and have fun. But a student’s eager 
mood to let loose can be easily ruined 
by the presence of one person: a po-
lice officer.
   Police officers at the doors of danc-
es have become increasingly more 
prevalent in recent years.
   “Kids use dances as an excuse and 
use it to cut loose,” said Corporal Ron 
Halcrow, a Birmingham police officer 
assigned to juvenile matters. “I’m not 
surprised when kids drink for school 
dances, but I don’t expect it.”
   Halcrow confirmed the Minor-in-
Possession (MIP) charges that were 
given out after Seaholm’s Sadie 
Hawkins Dance on February 9.
   “They were stopped after the dance 
in their car, on the way to a party,” 
said Halcrow.
   If the student was 17, he or she was 
sent to the District court, according to 
Halcrow.
   “The others, if they were 16 or un-
der, they were deferred to a kind of 
probation program,” said Halcrow.
   In past years, students have been 
breathalized, and found guilty of 
drinking, at school dances. However, 
students have realized it’s not worth 
it to be caught at school and would 
rather do it after.
   “Some leave dances early and take 
advantage of the situation,” said Hal-
crow.
   In fact, attendance at Sadie Hawkins 
this year was low, according to Hal-
crow.
   “I’m not sure why that was. Maybe 
people were out of town, or just didn’t 
think it was fun,” said Halcrow.
   While Seaholm obviously takes 
precautions before and during the 
dance, there’s not anything different 
police officers do after dances that 
strays from their normal routine. In 
fact, the Birmingham Police Station 
doesn’t even “track specific dates of 
school dances.” 
   They are aware, however, of when 
Prom takes place.
   “We pay more attention to prom be-
cause it is a formal instituted event. 
Dances are just done through the 
school,” said Halcrow.
   The police department even sends 
out precautionary letters to the par-
ents before Prom.
   “For prom season, we send out let-

ters to parents about allowing their 
kids to have limos and unsupervised 
hotel rooms,” said Halcrow.
   Halcrow also warns against limos, a 
“hot spot” for drinking. 
   Two groups attending Sadie Hawkins 
went in party buses this year, and 
while there is rumor one was pulled 
over, this is not true.
   If drinking is occurring in limos and 
party buses, the kids “usually sneak 
it in plastic water or pop bottles, as 
to not throw off the driver,” said Hal-
crow.
   Although, Halcrow added that, “un-
less the driver drops the rules, it’s 
rare that kids are drinking in limos. It 
usually happens after kids get off the 
limos and go do their own thing.”
   In addition, it’s “not very prevalent” 
for police officers to search limos.
   Halcrow was quick to clear up an-
other common misconception: Bir-
mingham does not give out more 
MIPs than any other metro Detroit 
area.
   “There is not a single jurisdiction 
that doesn’t have issues with MIPs. 
There are no safe areas,” said Hal-
crow. “Obviously, more populated 
areas give out more MIPs.”
   And Birmingham is not the only 
district that has police officers moni-
toring dances. 
   “Every district in southeast Michi-
gan has police that are assigned to 
them,” said Halcrow. “Officers ro-
tate, monitoring dances and athletic 
events.”
   It seems to be that these police of-
ficers won’t be going away any time 
soon. In the last decade, the trend in 
MIPs hasn’t really changed.
   “It’s been pretty even,” said Hal-
crow. “It may vary five to ten more 
or less each year. There were many 
more juvenile arrests in the sixties 
and seventies than there are today.”
   But the Birmingham Police Depart-
ment is striving to lower the amount 
of underage drinking, especially at 
school events.
   “But today, unlike the sixties and 
seventies, there is awareness and 
more enforcements. This is also 
harsher punishment,” said Halcrow.
   Halcrow does believe that their ef-
forts are working, and there is hope 
for the future.
   “At least kids today are thinking 
of designated drivers,” said Halcrow. 
“They’re pretty vigilant about that, 
which is a good thing.”
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The Mighty Maple Tree
   A mix between Party City, Old Navy, 
Staples, and the Sweet Factory, all locat-
ed within our schools cafeteria.
   While this may be a slight exaggera-
tion of the truth, it’s impressive that the 
Maple Tree contains balloons, clothes, 
school supplies and food, making their 
“One stop shop” slogan a reality.
   However, the Maple Tree hasn’t always 
been the mighty forest it is today; a few 
years ago, the Maple Tree was actually 
losing money. Fortunately, the Maple 
Tree is back on its feet.
   “We are having no problems with mon-
ey,” store manager Connie Irby said.
   Expanded hours have been a major 
contributor to this year’s success. 
   The Tree is now open 5th period and S 
& T in order to compensate for the snack 
bar no longer being an option. 
   In addition, their free delivery service, 
which delivers directly to classrooms, 
has boosted sales tremendously. But, 
don’t get too excited; the Maple Tree will 
only deliver to teachers that don’t mind. 
   This year the Maple Tree has also ex-
panded their selection to include Muscle 
Milk, Izzy’s sparkling soda, 5 Gum, and 
many other delectable treats.
    “We will also be offering a wide va-
riety of Edy’s ice cream products in the 
near future,” Irby said. 
   While these are definitely improve-
ments for the Maple Tree, Irby believes 
that the major difference is much sim-
pler: happiness. 
   “Not much has changed since last year; 
however, now workers just seem hap-
pier,” she said. 
    Whatever the difference is, students 
of all grades have noticed a change for 
the better. 
   “I probably go there more this year than 
I did my first two years combined,” said 
junior Mallory Glazier. “Which means a 
lot because most of the time I go out.” 
   “I wasn’t here with the old snack bar” 
said freshman Jim LaFave. “However, I 
doubt it was better than the Maple Tree.” 
   “Personally I think the Maple Tree is 
a bit expensive, but then again with the 
poor selection in the cafeteria I would 
much rather pay that extra dime at the 
Tree,” added sophomore Jane Howard. 
   “I’m a fan of the new Muscle Milk,” 
said senior Doug Dutton. “Whosever 

The student-run Maple Tree has been a hit since the snack bar was revoked 
during the school day.
Photo by Ashley Harte

Andrew Provost
Staff Writer

Dude...

   Classes are falling through the cracks, 
and the increasing absence of classes is 
leaving teachers and students wondering 
why. 
   As most students know, scheduling 
classes is a process.  Letters are sent 
home advising students to choose care-
fully and figure it out before meeting 
with your counselor.  
   Then students are called out of class 
to tell their counselor what they would 
like to involve themselves in, and are 
sent back to class with a “we will try and 
make that work…”  
   This year, that process couldn’t work 
out so well since students didn’t all have 
the same classes throughout the year.
   In past years, students were scheduled 
automatically for required courses.  For 
example, the largest group of freshman 
used to have either Team World Studies 
or flex; now, many freshmen may not 
have team world history this trimester.             
   So, scheduling was complicated by the 
fact that not every student in every grade 
was enrolled in a certain class. 
   “That’s been why we have kind of been 
lagging behind,” said counselor John 
Maloney.
   Seaholm offers a total of 213 courses, 
with many of those classes being elec-
tives.  
   Every year, classes that are not consid-
ered core classes are subject to cancella-
tion.  With many students struggling to 
figure out what to take next year, certain 
departments are more worried than oth-
ers.    
   Consequently, posters litter the hall-
ways, advertising a certain class that may 
have been over looked by the student 
body.  
   The Engineering Department, for ex-
ample, has posters for Computer Animat-
ed Design and Architectural Design in an 
attempt to sway the undecided students.

    Every course has to pass one regula-
tion to be eligible to run the next year: a 
pre-determined class size set by Principal 
Terry Piper.  
   For most courses, this number is around 
20 students, but it all depends.  To obtain 
this class size a student must simply reg-
ister for the class at their personal sched-
uling meeting with their counselor.  
   “My AP Chinese class was cancelled 
for this year because not enough people 
signed up to take it,” said senior Celia 
Bigelow.
   Advanced Placement classes are some-
times the exception to class cancellation.  
The class size for courses like this are set 
by the administration, not Mr. Piper. 
   “It really varies,” said Maloney. “The 
level of class really varies, from AP all 
the way to small English electives.” 
   “For a core class, even an AP class, they 
check at Groves to see which school has 
a teacher available for that subject,” Ma-
loney continued.
   Having Groves students come here and 
vice versa is becoming a common prac-
tice.  Classes such as AP Economics, AP 
Statistics and AP Chemistry are offered 
at Groves.
       It’s not just the AP classes that are 
being affected, it’s the electives, too.
       “We’re not able to put as much into 
a class as we used to,” said Engineering 
Technology teacher Bernie Simms. “Ev-
erything is more condensed.”
      The trimester is forcing elective class-
es to cut down curriculum.
      “We can’t spend as much time on 
things as we wanted to,” said Simms.
      When a class is cancelled, each stu-
dent who did apply for that class is called 
down to the counseling office to discuss 
their options.  For many students ,this is 
simply a change of request, as easy as 
switching from grammar and vocabulary 
to life issues.  For the determined student 
there is always the option of a Personal 
Contracted Learning or an independent 
study with the teacher of their choice.

Where’s my class?
Molly  Stacy
Staff Writer

[sic] idea that was is legit.” 
   One of the unique aspects of the Maple 
Tree is who actually comes up with the 
ideas and decides what to buy. 
   According to Irby the store is complete-
ly student run.
    “I bring in the distributors to speak 
to the kids, then the students decide what 
they want to buy,” explained Irby. “I 
make the final decisions, but I usually go 
with what the students come up with.” 
   “Students also apply as managers and 
handle everything from cash flow to or-
dering,” Irby concluded.

   When the students get a break from run-
ning their own business, the Maple Tree 
staff also enjoys helping out in the com-
munity. They do a wide range of fund-
raisers such as the Pizza bake sale for the 
Seaholm’s adopt a family and Mid Win-
ter Blues for the humane society, com-
bined to raise several hundred dollars for 
charity. 

CONTRACTS / Page 1
     “It sounds fair enough,” said English Department 
head Kyle Hall. “If a student doesn’t come to class, 
yet they can show up and get a 78% on the final, I 
think they deserve to get the credit.”
   While Calculus teacher Eric Bruns doesn’t have a 
strong opinion on the matter, he “understands why 
they’re doing it. It seems like a reasonable solution 
to the problem.”
   “If we can’t link attendance and credit any 
more, and the district still wants to emphasize the 
importance of attendance, then this is a good way to 
do it,” said Bruns.
   On the other hand, it seems like the students are 
in favor.
   Senior Spencer Wayne, who is on contract in one 
of her classes, thinks the new system allows for 
more opportunities.
   “It would be better than losing credit all together,” 
said Wayne.
   She also likes the idea of a more blanket policy.
   “Some teachers put you on contract right at eight, 
and some don’t,” said Wayne. “It would be less 
political if it was a firm, established policy.”
   Although not on contract, senior David Barton is a 
fan of the new attendance policy.
   “It’s great,” said Barton. “I would go on contract 
in all my classes, and never show up if I could still 
earn credit.”
   He also said that it’s more “intriguing to skip class” 
if there’s no way I could lose credit.
   However, senior Ali Giancarlo disagrees.
   “I think it’s stupid,” said Giancarlo. “Seniors who 
are absent a lot and don’t care about dropping a class 
and losing credit are forced to take it pass/fail even 
if they don’t want to.”
   The new policy has been affect since second 
trimester, despite it still being in the works.
   “I’ve already used this contract this term,” said 
Boyer. “I have seven students right now who have 
broken contract, and they’re going to have to test 
out at 78% or better.”
   For Boyer, she thinks that the new policy “makes 
it tougher for the student.”
   “If you lived up to contract previously, you got 
your credit and your grade,” said Boyer. “At this 
point in time, you’re basically turned loose without 
any direction to maybe earn the credit.”
   Boyer believes that the “state’s idea is that in other 
districts, where graduation rates are so low, they just 
want those kids to get the credit and get through the 
classes. We’ve never been like that.”
   She also believes that students will “try out” the 
new system, “get the word out that it’s not worth it, 
and realize it’s just better to stay in class.”
   According to Boyer, “There are very few people 
who are going to be able to walk into a room and 
just get a 78% on the final.”

Exit Exam On Contract
~A student is put on 
contract after eight 
absences

~If the student 
breaks contract, that 
class must be taken 
pass/fail

~The student can no 
longer attend the 
class, and can’t have 
any contact with the 
teacher

~The student must 
“test out” of the 
class with an exit 
exam

~Each exam is a 
final exam (or more) 
determined by each 
department

~If the student pass-
es the exam at a 78% 
or higher, he or she 
receives a passing 
grade (P).

~If the student earns 
less than a 78%, a 
failing grade (F) is 
factored in to his or 
her GPA.

THE DETAILS

    Despite the disappointment, Obama 
can count on their vote, provided he se-
cures the Democratic nomination.
    “I am definitely an Obama supporter,” 
Gulley said.  “I like that he is not a Wash-
ington insider.  All of these candidates of-
fer change and can bring it, but I feel that 
Obama would bring the biggest change.”
Gulley and Wilkinson’s journey and sup-
port does not surprise one national politi-
cal expert.
   “I think what we’re seeing this election 
cycle is a whole new part of the elector-
ate becoming energized and part of the 

political process in a more personal way 
than we’ve seen for a generation or two,” 
said Susan Gardner, Executive Editor of 
Daily Kos, a liberal blog in an e-mail to 
the Highlander. “I’m sure to these stu-
dents, it didn’t matter that they were from 
a state that ‘¬didn’t count.’”
   Gardner added the Obama campaign 
has energized the once-dormant youth 
vote.
   “Young people, I think, are really get-
ting that this is political process to own 
and run in the long run,” Gardner said. 
“While the Republican Party is having 
a LOT [sic] of trouble appealing to the 
younger generation, Obama and others 

this election cycle are turning young vot-
ers on for the first time in a long time.”
   Messages left with the Obama cam-
paign were not returned before the High-
lander’s printing deadline.
   As for Wilkinson’s car, the accident 
damaged her truck’s front bumper, blew 
out a front tire and broke two front head-
lights. 
     In order to get home, Wilkinson’s fa-
ther had to make the 450 mile round trip 
from Birmingham to pick the girls up.
   She said he was glad nobody was hurt 
and he laughed it off.
  “He said it was another expensive life 
lesson for Annabelle,” Wilkinson said.
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AP Government students at the state capitol late last month.
Photo courtesy of Scott Craig

AP Government Students Visit Lansing

   A bill being proposed to the House of 
Representatives could raise the drop-out 
age to 18, not allowing students to drop 
out at the age of 16. Also, the bill would 
allow schools to suggest to the state to 
take away students’ drivers licenses if 
they miss more than 15 days of school. 
   Seaholm students of Mr. Craig’s AP 
Government class actually saw process 
happening behind the scenes when they 
visited the capitol and sat in on and par-
ticipated in the committee meeting. 
   Mr. Craig is a member of the Northville 
Democratic Club that helped Representa-
tive Marc Corriveau obtain a chair in the 
State Legislature.
   “I’ve had a lot of [political] contact 
with Marc,” said Craig. “I called his 

aide, Steve 
P u r c h a s e , 
and we both 
figured since 
he is on the 
e d u c a t i o n 
committee, 
we should 
try and time 
a trip during 
a committee 
meeting.” 
   Seaholm 
students took 
a whole day 
off of school 
to take the 
field trip to 
Lansing to 

tour the capitol building. Once there, stu-
dents met Representative Corriveau and 
got a glimpse of how policy making hap-
pens.
   The AP Government students first vis-
ited Corriveau’s aide, Steve Purchase. 
Each Representative has three aides that 
help gather information on bills, answer 
phone calls, and respond to emails. 
   From there, the students went on to 
an education committee meeting, where 
the committee was in the process of pro-
posing House Bill 5381 and 5382 to the 
House floor. 
   These bills would actually directly 
affect Seaholm students—the bills be-
ing proposed are intended to keep high 
school students in school and prevent tru-
ancy. They would first make it impossi-
ble to drop out of school at the age of 16. 
All students would have to stay in school 
until the age of 18, essentially forcing 

students to graduate. 
   In addition, if students were to miss 
more than 15 days of school, the school 
would be able to recommend to the state 
to take away their drivers license. 
   During the meeting, Corriveau came to 
Mr. Craig and asked if any of his students 
would be interested to speak their opin-
ion about the bill. 
   Craig first approached senior Jack Ro-
kicki and asked if he would like to speak. 
So, Rockicki was afforded the opportu-
nity to testify to Congress, and voiced his 
opinion to the congressmen.
   “I was somewhat against the bill; I don’t 
think they should take drivers licenses 
based on attendance,” he said. 
   Soon, other students volunteered to 
speak as well. The committee chair lead-
er opened the floor to Matt Sienkiewicz, 
Caitlin Miller, and Elissa Schwartz. They 
each had their own opinion allowing the 
committee to see the student’s side of the 
bill. 
   “I didn’t like it because with the new 
trimester schedule, students would only 
be allowed 5 absents per trimester,” said 
senior Spencer Wayne.
   On the other hand, senior Brain Palmeri 
was in favor of the bill.
   “I think that it is imperative to be in the 
classroom,” he said.   
   The trip ended with a behind the scenes 
tour of the capitol building with Marc 
Corriveau and a tour of the floor of the 
House just before the congress went into 
session.   
   Overall, students found the trip enlight-
ening and enjoyable. 
   “It was very cool to see the whole pro-
cess work,” said Maddie Caldwell.

Matt Modawell
Staff Writer
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